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This paper provides a homological algebraic foundation for generalizations of
classical Hecke algebras introduced in (1999, A. Sevostyanov, Comm. Math. Phys.
204, 137). These new Hecke algebras are associated to triples of the form (A, A0 , =),
where A is an associative algebra over a field k containing subalgebra A0 with
augmentation =: A0 � k. These algebras are connected with cohomology of
associative algebras in the sense that for every left A-module V and right A-module
W the Hecke algebra associated to triple (A, A0 , =) naturally acts in the A0 -co-
homology and A0 -homology spaces of V and W, respectively. We also introduce
the semi-infinite cohomology functor for associative algebras and define modifica-
tions of Hecke algebras acting in semi-infinite cohomology spaces. We call these
algebras semi-infinite Hecke algebras. As an example we realize the W-algebra
Wk (g) associated to a complex semisimple Lie algebra g as a semi-infinite Hecke
algebra. Using this realization we explicitly calculate the algebra Wk (g) avoiding
the bosonization technique used in (1992, B. Feigin and E. Frenkel, Internat. J.
Mod. Phys. A 7, Suppl. 1A, 197�215). � 2001 Academic Press
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INTRODUCTION

Let G be a Chevalley group over a finite field, B a Borel subgroup of G,
1B the trivial complex representation of B. Denote by G�B 1B the induced
representation of the group G. The algebra

HomG(G�B 1B , G�B 1B) (1)

is called the Hecke algebra of the triple (G, B, 1B) (see, for instance, [14]).
The main property of Hecke algebras is that for every left G module V

the algebra (1) naturally acts in the space of B-invariants of V

HomB(1B , V )=HomG(G�B 1B , V )

by compositions of homomorphisms. This property explains the role of
Hecke algebras in representation theory of Chevalley groups (see [4, 6]
and references there). Among of the other applications of Hecke algebras
one should mention the Kazhdan�Lusztig polynomials [15].

It turns out that algebras of a similar type appear in the study of
algebraic objects of different nature. The purpose of this paper is to
investigate general properties of these algebras.

First we shall define an abstract version of the classical Hecke algebra
(1) in the following general situation. Let A be an associative algebra over
a field k, A0 /A a subalgebra with augmentation =: A0 � k. We denote this
one-dimensional A0 -module by k= .

Let A&mod (A0&mod) be the category of left A (A0) modules. Denote
by IndA

A0
the functor of induction,

IndA
A0

: (A0&mod) � (A&mod)

defined on objects by

IndA
A0

(V )=A�A0
V, V # A0&mod.

It is natural to consider the algebra

HomA(IndA
A0

(k=), IndA
A0

(k=))

as a generalization of the Hecke algebra (1). However it turns out that it
is more useful to introduce a similar algebra associated to the derived
category in such a way that this new algebra acts in the cohomology spaces
Ext v

A0
(k= , V ) of left A modules V.

More precisely, let D&(A) (D&(A0)) be the derived category of the
abelian category A&mod (A0&mod) whose objects are bounded from
above complexes of left A (A0) modules. Let (IndA

A0
)L: D&(A0) � D&(A) be
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the left derived functor of the functor of induction. Recall that if V v #
D&(A0) then (IndA

A0
)L(V v )=A�A0

X v, where X v is a projective resolution
of the complex V v.

We call the Z-graded algebra

Hk v(A, A0 , =)= �
n # Z

HomD&(A) ((IndA
A0

)L (k=), T n((IndA
A0

)L (k=))), (2)

where T is the grading shift functor and k= is regarded as the complex
} } } � 0 � k= � 0 � } } } (with k= at the 0th place), the Hecke algebra of the
triple (A, A0 , =).

For every left A-module V and right A-module W the algebra
Hk v(A, A0 , =) naturally acts in the A0 -cohomology and A0 -homology
spaces of V and W, Ext v

A0
(k= , V ) and Tor v

A0
(W, k=), from the right and

from the left, respectively (see Proposition 1.2.2 for details).
Note that if H v((IndA

A0
)L (k=))=Tor v

A0
(A, k=)=A�A0

k= the object
(IndA

A0
)L (k=) # D&(A) is isomorphic in D&(A) to the complex } } } � 0 �

A�A0
k= � 0 � } } } (with A�A0

k= at the 0th place) and hence the zeroth
graded component of the algebra Hk v(A, A0 , =) takes the form

Hk0(A, A0 , =)=HomA(A�A0
k= , A�A0

k=). (3)

Therefore the Hecke algebra of the triple (A, A0 , =) is a natural generalization
of the classical Hecke algebra (1.1)1

Particular examples of algebras of the form (3) are the realization of the
center of the universal enveloping algebra of a complex semisimple Lie
algebra obtained by Kostant in [17] and algebras of invariant differential
operators on homogeneous spaces described in [8, 9, 16]. In Section 1.3
we discuss these examples in detail.

The definition (2) is also connected with the quantum BRST reduction
procedure. In [20] the algebra Hk v(A, A0 , =) was defined as the cohomol-
ogy of a differential graded algebra that is a generalization of the quantum
BRST complex proposed in [18] (see [20, Sect. 5]). The quantum BRST
complex was constructed in [18] for triples of the type (A, U(g0), =), where
U(g0) is the universal enveloping algebra of a finite-dimensional Lie
algebra, g0 and = is the trivial representation of U(g0). Remarkably, this
complex already appeared in unpublished lectures [8] in the situation
when A=U(g), where g is a finite-dimensional Lie algebra containing g0 as
a subalgebra.
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As we observed above the Hecke algebras of the form (2) are associated
to the usual cohomology of associative algebras in the sense that they act
in the cohomology and homology spaces of left and right A-modules,
respectively. In this paper we also define modifications of Hecke algebras
acting in semi-infinite cohomology spaces. The semi-infinite cohomology
was first introduced in [10], for a class of Z-graded Lie algebras with
finite-dimensional graded components, as the cohomology of a standard
complex. In [24] (see also [25, 26]) this definition was explained from the
point of view of homological algebra: the semi-infinite cohomology was
obtained as a two-sided derived functor of the functor of semivariants
which is a mixture of the functor of invariants and of the functor of
covariants.

In [1�3] using a kind of Koszul duality S. Arkhipov tries to generalize
the semi-infinite cohomology functor to a class of Z-graded associative
algebras. However papers [1�3] contain numerous mistakes2 As a conse-
quence the definition of the semi-infinite Tor functor given in [3] is not
self-consistent and the relation of this functor to the semi-infinite cohomology
is not clear.

In this paper we give a correct definition of the semi-infinite Tor functor
for associative algebras. Our definition is a direct generalization of the
original Voronov's definition: the semi-infinite Tor functor is defined as a
derived functor of the functor of semiproduct, which is, in turn, a generali-
zation of the functor of semivariants to the case of associative algebras. We
also derive some new properties of the semi-infinite cohomology functor
(see Theorem 2.5.1). The proofs of these properties are quite difficult
technically and we moved them to the Appendix.

In the construction of the semi-infinite Tor functor we use the notion of
the semiregular bimodule that plays the role of the left and right regular
representations in the semi-infinite cohomology theory. The semiregular
bimodule was introduced in [24] (see also [22]) in the Lie algebra case.
In this paper we also use some correct results of [1] on semiregular
bimodules for associative algebras.

Finally we define a modification of Hecke algebras (2) associated to
semi-infinite cohomology. We call these new algebras the semi-infinite
Hecke algebras. The example discussed in Section 3.2 shows that the semi-
infinite Hecke algebras, as well as the semi-infinite cohomology, are
adapted for the study of infinite-dimensional objects. Our main result in
Section 3.2 is a realization of the W-algebra Wk (g) associated to a complex
semisimple Lie algebra g (see [11] for the definition of this algebra) as a
semi-infinite Hecke algebra (see Proposition 3.2.2). Using this realization
we explicitly calculate the algebra Wk (g) (see Theorem 3.2.5) avoiding the
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bosonization technique used in [11]. The description of the algebra Wk (g)
obtained in Theorem 3.2.5 is similar to the Kostant's realization of the
center Z(U(g)) of the universal enveloping algebra U(g).

1. HECKE ALGEBRAS

In this section, using the language of derived categories, we give a defini-
tion of Hecke algebras. We also show that this definition is equivalent to
the elementary definition of Hecke algebras proposed in [20]. However
our new definition will be useful for generalization of the notion of Hecke
algebras to semi-infinite cohomology discussed in Section 3. Using this
definition we also obtain simple proofs of the properties of Hecke algebras
derived in [20].

1.1. Notation and recollections

Let A be an abelian category. In this section we recall, following [12],
main facts about homotopy and derived categories associated to A. These
facts will be used throughout of this paper.

Let Kom(A) be the category of complexes over A, K(A) the corre-
sponding homotopy category. The category K(A) has the same objects as
Kom(A), morphisms of K(A) being morphisms of complexes modulo
homotopic equivalence. We denote by D(A) the derived category of the
category A. D(A) is the localization of the homotopy category K(A) by
the class of quasi-isomorphisms (see [12, Chap. III]).

Any object X of the category A may be considered as a complex
} } } � 0 � X � 0 � } } } (with X at the 0th place). Such complexes are called
0-complexes. The functor A � K(A) sending every object of A to the
corresponding 0-complex is fully faithful. Using this functor we shall always
identify A with the subcategory of 0-complexes in K(A).

A complex X v is called an H0-complex if H i (X v )=0 for i{0. Such
complexes form a full subcategory in D(A). The following proposition
shows that A may be regarded not only as a subcategory in K(A) but also
as a subcategory in D(A).

Proposition 1.1.1 [12, Proposition III.5.2.]. The functor A � D(A)
sending every object of A to the corresponding 0-complex yields an equiv-
alence of A with the full subcategory of D(A) formed by H0-complexes.

We shall use the graded Hom in the category D(A) introduced by

Homv
D(A)(X

v, Y v)= �
n # Z

HomD(A)(X v, Y[n]v), (1.1.1)
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where the complex Y[n]v is defined by

Y[n]k=Y k+n, dY[n] v =(&1)n dY v .

Similarly we define

Homv
K(A)(X

v, Y v)= �
n # Z

HomK(A)(X v, Y[n]v). (1.1.2)

Recall that the space Homv
K(A)(X

v, Y v) may be calculated as follows (see
[12, III.6.14]). Consider a complex Homv

A(X v, Y v),

Homv
A(X v, Y v)= �

n # Z

Homn
A(X v, Y v),

Homn
A(X v, Y v)= `

p # Z

HomA(X p, Y p+n)

with the differential given by

df =dY v b f &(&1)n f b dX v , f # Homn
A(X v, Y v).

Then

Homv
K(A)(X

v, Y v)=H v(Homv
A(X v, Y v)). (1.1.3)

The main property of derived categories is that sometimes they may be
realized as homotopy categories. For instance, let D+(A) (D&(A)) be the
full subcategory in D(A) whose objects are complexes bounded from
below (above). Let I(A) (P(A)) be the full subcategory in A formed by
injective (projective) objects, Kom+(I(A)) (Kom&(P(A))) the category
of complexes bounded from below (above) over this abelian category,
K+(I(A)) (K&(P(A))) the corresponding homotopy category.

Proposition 1.1.2 [12, Theorem III.5.21]. Suppose that the category A

has enough injective and projective objects; i.e., for every object X # Ob A

there exist an injection into an injective object, X � I, I # Ob I(A), and a
surjection P � X from a projective object P # Ob P(A) onto X. Then the
functor of localization by the class of quasi-isomorphisms is an equivalence of
categories:

K+(I(A)) � D+(A),

K&(P(A)) � D&(A).
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Moreover, let X v, Y v be two objects of the category K(A) such that
either Y v # Ob K +(I(A)) or X v # Ob K&(P(A)). Then the natural homo-
morphism

Homv
K(A)(X

v, Y v) � Homv
D(A)(X v, Y v)

is an isomorphism.

1.2. Hecke Algebras: Definition and Main Properties

In this section we introduce the notion of Hecke algebras which is the
main object of our study in this paper.

First we fix the notation used in this section. For every associative
algebra A over field k we denote by A&mod be the category of left
A-modules. We also denote by HomA( } , } ) the set of morphisms between
two objects of this category. We write K (\)(A), D (\)(A) and Homv

A instead
of K (\)(A&mod), D(\)(A&mod) and Homv

A&mod , respectively.
Now let A be an associative algebra over field k containing subalgebra

A0 with augmentation =: A0 � k. We denote this one-dimensional A0 -module
by k= .

Denote by IndA
A0

the functor of induction,

IndA
A0

: (A0&mod) � (A&mod),

defined on objects by

IndA
A0

(V )=A�A0
V, V # A0&mod.

Let (IndA
A0

)L: D&(A0) � D&(A) be the left derived functor of the functor of
induction. Recall that if V v # D&(A0) then (IndA

A0
)L (V v)=A�A0

X v, where
X v is a projective resolution of the complex V v. By Proposition 1.1.2 this
resolution exists and is unique up to homotopy equivalence.

Definition 1. The Z-graded algebra

Hkv(A, A0 , =)=Homv
D&(A)((IndA

A0
)L (k=), (IndA

A0
)L (k=)) (2.4)

is called the Hecke algebra of the triple (A, A0 , =).

The following vanishing property makes it possible to explicitly calculate
Hecke algebras in many particular situations.

Proposition 1.2.1 [20, Theorem 7]. Assume that Hv((IndA
A0

)L (k=))=
Torv

A0
(A, k=)=A�A0

k= . Then

Hkv(A, A0 , =)=Homv
D&(A)(A�A0

k= , A�A0
k=).
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In particular,

Hk0(A, A0 , =)=HomA(A�A0
k= , A�A0

k=).

Remark. The condition Torv
A0

(A, k=)=A�A0
k= is satisfied, for instance,

if A is projective as a right A0 -module.

Proof. By Proposition 1.1.1 the condition H v((IndA
A0

)L (k=))=A�A0
k=

implies that the object (IndA
A0

)L (k=) of the cathegory D&(A) is isomorphic
to the 0-complex that corresponds to the left A-module A�A0

k= . Therefore
in (1.2.1) we can replace the complex A�A0

X v with this 0-complex. This
completes the proof. K

Another important property of Hecke algebras is that for every left
A-module V and right A-module W the algebra Hkv(A, A0 , =) naturally
acts in the A0 -cohomology and A0 -homology spaces of V and W,
Extv

A0
(k= , V ) and Torv

A0
(W, k=).

First we shall define an action of the Hecke algebra Hkv(A, A0 , =) in the
cohomology space Extv

A0
(k= , V ). Recall that by definition Extv

A0
(k= , V )=

HomD&(A0)(k= , V ). Using Proposition 1.1.2 and formula (1.1.3) this space
may be calculated as

Extv
A0

(k= , V )=Hv(Homv
A0

(X v, V )),

where X v is a projective resolution of the left A0 -module k= .
The complex Homv

A0
(X v, V ) is canonically isomorphic to the complex

Homv
A(A�A0

X v, V ), and hence

Extv
A0

(k= , V )=Hv(Homv
A(A�A0

X v, V )).

Using (1.1.3) we can also represent this expression for the cohomology
space Extv

A0
(k= , V ) in the following equivalent form:

Extv
A0

(k= , V )=Homv
K&(A)(A�A0

X v, V ). (1.2.2)

Remark that since A is A-projective as a left A-module, and X v is a
bounded from above complex of A0 -projective modules, A�A0

X v is a
bounded from above complex of A-projective modules, i.e A�A0

X v is an
object of the category K&(P(A&mod)). Therefore by Proposition 1.1.2 we
have

Extv
A0

(k= , V )=Homv
D&(A)(A�A0

X v, V ).

Using the definition of the derived functor (IndA
A0

)L we also have

Extv
A0

(k= , V )=Homv
D&(A)((IndA

A0
)L (k=), V ).
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Finally observe that the Hecke algebra Hkv(A, A0 , =) naturally acts on
the r.h.s. of the last equality by compositions of homomorphisms.

Now we turn to the definition of an action of Hecke algebras on homol-
ogy spaces. The homology space Torv

A0
(W, k=) may be calculated as

Torv
A0

(W, k=)=H v(W�A0
X v)=H v(W�A A�A0

X v), (1.2.3)

where X v is a projective resolution of the left A0 -module k= .
Since A�A0

X v=(IndA
A0

)L (k=) is an object of the category K&(P(A&mod))
the last expression may be rewritten using the definition of the left derived
functor �L

A of the functor �A (see [12, III.6.15 and III.7, Ex. 6]) as
follows:

Torv
A0

(W, k=)=H v(W�L
A (A�A0

X v))=Hv(W�L
A ((IndA

A0
)L (k=))).

The algebra Hkv(A, A0 , =) naturally acts on the r.h.s. of the last expres-
sion by applying of endomorphisms to the second argument (IndA

A0
)L (k=)

of the derived functor �L
A .

Clearly, the actions defined above respect the gradings of Hkv(A, A0 , =),
Extv

A0
(k= , V ) and Torv

A0
(W, k=). Thus we have proved the following

statement.

Proposition 1.2.2 [20, Theorems 5 and 6]. For every left A-module V
and right A-module W the algebra Hkv(A, A0 , =) naturally acts in the
A0 -cohomology and A0 -homology spaces of V and W, Extv

A0
(k= , V ) and

Torv
A0

(W, k=), from the right and from the left, respectively. These actions
respect the gradings of Hkv(A, A0 , =), Extv

A0
(k= , V ) and Torv

A0
(W, k=), i.e.

Extn
A0

(k= , V )_Hkm(A, A0 , =) � Extn+m
A0

(k= , V ),

Hkm(A, A0 , =)_Torn
A0

(W, k=) � Torn+m
A0

(W, k=).

In conclusion we note that using Proposition 1.1.2, formula (1.1.3), the
definition of the derived functor (IndA

A0
)L, and the fact that (IndA

A0
)L (k=) is

an object of the category K&(P(A&mod)) the definition of the Hecke
algebra may be rewritten as

Hkv(A, A0 , =)=H v(Homv
A(A�A0

X v, A�A0
X v)), (1.2.4)

where X v is a projective resolution of the left A0 -module k= . This is the
definition of Hecke algebras that first appeared in [20].

1.3. Examples of Hecke Algebras

In the Introduction we already observed that the Hecke algebras intro-
duced in this paper are generalizations of the classical Hecke algebras
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associated to Chevalley groups over finite fields. In this section we discuss
in detail the other important examples of Hecke algebras mentioned in the
Introduction.

Example 1 (The Center of the Universal Enveloping Algebra of a
Complex Semisimple Lie Algebra). Let g be a complex semisimple Lie
algebra, n/g a maximal nilpotent subalgebra, U(g) and U(n) the universal
enveloping algebras of g and n, respectively. Denote by Xi , i=1, ..., rank g
simple root vectors in n.

Let /: n � C be a character of n. We denote the corresponding one-
dimensional U(n)-module by C/ . Since n=�rankg

i=1 CXi �[n, n] the character
/ is completely determined by the constants /(Xi), i=1, ..., rank g. Such a
character is called non�singular if all these constants are not equal to zero.

Proposition 1.3.1 [17, Theorem 2.4.2]. Suppose that /: n � C is a non-
singular character of a maximal nilpotent subalgebra n/g. Then the algebra
EndU(g)(U(g)�U(n) C/)opp is canonically isomorphic to the center Z(U(g)) of
the universal enveloping algebra U(g),

EndU(g)(U(g)�U(n) C/)opp=Z(U(g)).

Now consider the Hecke algebra of the triple (U(g), U(n), /). Since U(g)
is projective as a right U(n)-module (see [5, Chap. XIII, Proposition 4.1])
the conditions of Proposition 1.2.1 are satisfied, and the algebra Hkv(U(g),
U(n), /) is isomorphic to Endv

D&(U(g))(U(g)�U(n) C/),

Endv
D&(U(g))(U(g)�U(n) C/)=Hkv(U(g), U(n), /).

In particular,

EndU(g)(U(g)�U(n) C/)=Hk0(U(g), U(n), /)

and all negatively graded components of the algebra Hkv(U(g), U(n), /)
vanish.

Moreover, using results of [17] on cohomology of Whittaker modules
(see Lemma 4.2 in [17]), one can also show that the positively graded
components of the algebra Hkv(U(g), U(n), /) vanish as well. Thus the
center Z(U(g)) is realized as the Hecke algebra of the triple (U(g), U(n), /),

Hkv(U(g), U(n), /)opp=Z(U(g)).

This result, as well as a similar realization of the center of a quantum
group, was obtained in [21].
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Example 2 (Algebras of Invariant Differential Operators on Homoge-
neous Spaces). Let g be a finite-dimensional Lie algebra over R, h/g a
subalgebra in g, U(g) and U(h) the universal enveloping algebras of g and
h, respectively. Let /: h � R be a character of h. We denote the correspond-
ing one-dimensional U(h)-module by R/ .

Let G be a connected group with Lie algebra g, H/G a closed connected
subgroup with Lie algebra h. Let L/=G_H R/ be the line bundle on the
homogeneous space G�H associated to R/ . The algebra D/=EndU(g)

(U(g)�U(h) R/) is isomorphic to the algebra of G-invariant differential
operators acting on the space of smooth sections of L/ (see [8, 9, 16]).

Now consider the Hecke algebra of the triple (U(g), U(h), /). Since U(g)
is projective as a right U(h)-module (see [5, Chap. XIII, Proposition 4.1])
the conditions of Proposition 1.2.1 are satisfied, and we have an algebraic
isomorphism,

EndU(g)(U(g)�U(h) R/)=Hk0(U(g), U(h), /);

i.e., the algebra D/ is realized as the zeroth graded component of the Hecke
algebra of the triple (U(g), U(h), /),

D/=Hk0(U(g), U(h), /).

2. SEMI-INFINITE COHOMOLOGY

In this section, using results of semi-infinite homological algebra (see
[24]), we shall define the semi-infinite Tor functor for a class of graded
associative algebras. The properties of this functor turn out to be quite
similar to those of the usual Tor functor. The semi-infinite Tor functor is
a generalization of the functor of semi-infinite cohomology introduced in
[10, 24] for a class of graded Lie algebras.

2.1. Notation and Conventions

We shall define the semi-infinite Tor functor for a class of Z-graded
associative algebras over a field k. Let A be such an algebra,

A= �
n # Z

An .

The category of left (right) Z-graded A-modules with morphisms being
homomorphisms of A-modules preserving gradings is denoted by A&mod
(mod&A). For both of these categories the set of morphisms between two
objects is denoted by HomA( } , } ). For M, M$ # Ob A&mod (Ob mod&A)
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we shall also frequently use the space of homomorphisms of all possible
degrees with respect to the gradings on M and M$ introduced by

homA(M, M$)= �
n # Z

HomA(M, M$(n) ),

where the module M$(n) is obtained from M$ by grading shift as follows:

M$(n)k=M$k+n .

In this paper we shall mainly deal with the full subcategory of A&mod
(mod&A) whose objects are modules M # Ob A&mod (Ob mod&A)
such that their gradings are bounded from above; i.e.,

M= �
n�K(M)

Mn , K(M ) # Z.

This subcategory is denoted by (A&mod)0 ((mod&A)0). We also denote
by Vectk the category of Z-graded vector spaces over k.

All tensor products of graded A-modules and graded vector spaces will
be understood in the graded sense.

The following simple lemma, that is a direct consequence of definitions,
will be often used in this paper.

Lemma 2.1.1. Let M and M$ be two objects of the category Vectk

such that M=�n�K Mn , K # Z, M$=�n�L M$n , L # Z, and for every n
dim M$n<�. Then

homk(M$, M )=M$*�M, where M$*=homk(M$, k).

We denote by Kom(A)0 , K(A)0 and D(A)0 the category of complexes
over (A&mod)0 , the corresponding homotopy and derived category,
respectively. We shall use the double graded Hom in the category D(A)0

introduced by

homv
D(A)0

(X v, Yv)= �
m, n # Z

HomD(A)0
(X v, Y[n](m) v), (2.1.1)

where the complex Y[n](m)v is defined by

Y[n](m) k
l =Y k+n

m+l , dY[n](m) v =(&1)n dY v .

Similarly we define

homv
K(A)0

(X v, Yv)= �
m, n # Z

HomK(A)0
(X v, Y[n](m) v). (2.1.2)
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Using formula (1.1.3) the space homv
K(A)0

(Xv, Y v) may be calculated as
follows. Consider a complex homv

A(Xv, Yv),

homv
A(Xv, Y v)= �

n # Z

homn
A(Xv, Yv),

homn
A(X v, Yv)= `

p # Z

homA(X p, Y p+n)

with the differential given by

df =dY v b f &(&1)n f b dX v , f # homn
A(Xv, Yv). (2.1.3)

Then

homv
K(A)0

(Xv, Yv)=H v(homv
A(X v, Yv)). (2.1.4)

In order to define the semi-infinite Tor functor we have to impose addi-
tional restrictions on the algebra A (see [1]). Namely, in the rest of this
paper we assume that A satisfies the following conditions:

(i) A contains two graded subalgebras N and B.

(ii) N is positively graded.

(iii) N0=k.

(iv) dim Nn<� for any n # N.

In particular N is naturally augmented. We denote the augmentation
ideal �n>0 Nn by N� . We also denote B� =B�k.

(v) B is negatively graded.

(vi) The multiplication in A defines isomorphisms of graded vector
spaces

B�N � A and N�B � A. (2.1.5)

We call the decompositions (2.1.5) the triangular decompositions for the
algebra A. Note that the compositions of the triangular decomposition
maps and of their inverse maps yield linear mappings

N�B � B�N,
(2.1.6)

B�N � N�B.
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(vii) The mappings (2.1.6) are continuous in the following sense: for
every m, n # Z there exist k+ , k& # Z such that

Nm �Bn � �
k&�k�k+

Bn&k �Nm+k and

Bn �Nm � �
k&�k�k+

Nm&k �Bn+k .

2.2. Semiregular Bimodule

In this section we recall the definition the semiregular bimodule for the
algebra A. The notion of the semiregular bimodule was introduced by
Voronov (see [24]) in the Lie algebra case and generalized in [1] to the
case of graded associative algebras satisfying conditions (i)�(vii) of the
previous section. In the semi-infinite cohomology theory this bimodule
plays the role of the regular representation. In particular, the semiregular
bimodule naturally appears in the definition of the semi-infinite modification
of Hecke algebras.

First consider the right graded N-module N*=homk(N, k), where the
action of N on N* is defined by

(n } f )(n$)= f (nn$) for any f # N*, n # N.

The right A-module

SA=N*�N A

is called the right semiregular representation of A (see [24, Sect. 3.2; 1,
Sect. 3.4]).

Clearly that SA=N*�B as a right B-module. The space SA=N*�B
is non-positively graded, and hence SA # (mod&A)0 .

Now we obtain another realization for the right semiregular representa-
tion. Consider another right A-module S$A=homB(A, B), where B acts on
A and B by right multiplication. The right action of A on the space S$A is
given by

(a } f )(a$)= f (aa$), f # homB(A, B), a # A.

Lemma 2.1.1 [1, Lemma 3.5.1]. Fix a decomposition

A=N�B (2.2.1)

provided by the multiplication in A. Let ,: SA � S$A be a map defined by

,( f�a)(a$)= f ((aa$)N)(aa$)B ,
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where f�a # SA , a$ # A and aa$=(aa$)N (aa$)B is the decomposition (2.2.1)
of the element aa$. Then , is a morphism of right A-modules.

We shall suppose that the algebra A satisfies the following additional
condition:

(viii) The morphism ,: SA � S$A constructed in the previous lemma is
an isomorphism of right A-modules.

Finally we have two realizations of the right A-module SA :

SA=N*�N A, (2.2.2)

and

SA=homB(A, B). (2.2.3)

Now we define a structure of a left module on SA commuting with the
right semiregular action of A. First observe that using realizations (2.2.2)
and (2.2.3) of the right semiregular representation one can define natural
left actions of the algebras N and B on the space SA induced by the natural
left action of N on N* and the left regular representation of B, respectively.
Clearly, these actions commute with the right action of the algebra A on
SA . Therefore we have natural inclusions of algebras

N/�homA(SA , SA), B/�homA(SA , SA).

Denote by A* the subalgebra in homA(SA , SA) generated by N and B.

Proposition 2.2.2 [1, Corollary 3.3.3, Lemma 3.5.3 and Corollary 3.5.3].
A* is a Z-graded associative algebra satisfying conditions (i)�(vii) of Section
2.1. Moreover, SA # (A*&mod)0 and

SA=A*�N N*= (2.2.4)

=homB(A*, B) (2.2.5)

as a left A*-module.

Using Proposition 2.2.2 the space SA is equipped with the structure of an
A*&A bimodule. This bimodule is called the semiregular bimodule
associated to the algebra A. The left action of the algebra A* on the space
SA is called the left semiregular action.

2.3. Semiproduct

In this section we define the functor of semiproduct. This functor is a
generalization of the functor of semivariants (see [24, Sect. 3.8]) to the
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case of associative algebras. The semi-infinite Tor functor introduced in
Section 2.5 is the derived functor of the functor of semiproduct.

Let M # mod&A be a right graded A-module and M$ # A*&mod a left
graded A*-module. Consider the subspace M�N M$ in the tensor product
M�M$ defined by

M�N M$=[m�m$ # M�M$ : mn�m$=m�nm$ for every n # N].

Definition 2. The semiproduct M�N
B M$ of modules M # mod&A

and M$ # A*&mod is the image of the subspace M�N M$/M�M$
under the canonical projection M�M$ � M�B M$,

M�N
B M$=Im(M�N M$ � M�B M$).

Thus the semiproduct �N
B is a mixture of the tensor product �B over

B and of the functor �N of ``N-invariants''. However the following lemma
shows that properties of the semiproduct are rather closely related to those
of the usual tensor product (compare with [24, proof of Theorem 3.7]).

Lemma 2.3.1. Let M # (mod&A)0 be a right graded A-module, M$ #
(A*&mod)0 a left graded A*-module and SA the semiregular bimodule
associated to A. Then

SA �N
B M$=M$

as a left A*-module, and

M�N
B SA=M

as a right A-module.

Proof. We shall prove that SA �N
B M$ is isomorphic to M$ as a left

A*-module. The second isomorphism may be established in a similar way.
First we calculate the space SA �N M$. Using realization (3.9) of the

semiregular bimodule we have:

SA �N M$=homB(A, B)�N M$.

By Lemma 2.1.1 and the definition of the operation �N we also have
the isomorphism of left B-modules

homB(A, B)�N M$=homk(N, B)�N M$=homN(N, B�M$),

where N acts on N and M$ from the left and the B-action is induced by the
left regular action of B on itself.
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Finally the restriction isomorphism

homN(N, B�M$)=B�M$

yields an isomorphism of left B-modules SA �N M$=B�M$ given by

SA �N M$=homB(A, B)�N M$ � B�M$,
(2.3.1)

f�m$ [ f (1)�m$.

Next we describe the image of the space SA �N M$ under the canonical
projection SA �N M$ � SA �B M$. Using realization (2.2.2) of the semi-
regular bimodule and the triangular decomposition A=N�B for the
algebra A (see Section 2.1) we obtain the following isomorphism of left
N-modules

N*�M$ � N*�N A�B M$=SA �B M$,
(2.3.2)

f�m$ [ f�1�m$,

where the N-module structure is induced by the natural left action of N
on N*.

Now observe that the isomorphism ,: N*�N A � homB(A, B) constructed
in Lemma 2.2.1 sends elements of the form f �1 # N*�N A, f # N* to
homomorphisms which take scalar values when restricted to the subspace
N/A. Therefore, recalling isomorphism (2.3.1), one can establish an
isomorphism of left B-modules,

SA �N
B M$=M$. (2.3.3)

Using again isomorphism (2.3.1) and observing that (2.3.2) is an
isomorphism of left N-modules we conclude that (2.3.3) is in fact an
isomorphism of left N-modules as well. This completes the proof. K

In conclusion we remark that the semiproduct of modules naturally
extends to a functor �N

B : (mod&A)_(A*&mod) � Vectk .

3.4. Semi-infinite Homological Algebra

In this section we recall, following [24], the main theorem of semi-
infinite homological algebra. Using this theorem we define the semi-infinite
Tor functor in the next section.

The main theorem of semi-infinite homological algebra asserts that the
category D(A)0 introduced in Section 2.1. is equivalent to the homotopy
category of semijective complexes. We remark that in [24] this equivalence
was established in the Lie algebra case, A=U(g), where g is a Z-graded Lie
algebra with finite-dimensional graded components. But in fact the for-
mulation and the proof of the main theorem of semi-infinite homological
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algebra only use general homological constructions and properties (i), (ii),
(v), and (vi) of algebra A axiomatized in Section 2.1. Therefore in this
section we reformulate results of [24] for the algebra A without any
additional comments.

First we recall (see [24], Definition 3.3) that a complex S v # Kom(A)0 is
called semijective if

(1) Sv is K-injective as a complex of N-modules (see [23], Sect. 1),
i.e., for every acyclic complex Av # Kom(N )0 , HomK(N )0

(Av, S v)=0;

(2) Sv is K-projective relative to N, i.e., for every complex Av #
Kom(A)0 , such that Av is isomorphic to zero in the category K(N )0 ,
HomK(A)0

(Sv, Av)=0.

By (2.1.4) these two conditions are equivalent to the following ones:

(1) For every acyclic complex Av # Kom(N )0 , the complex homv
N

(Av, Sv) is acyclic;

(2) For every comples Av # Kom(A)0 , such that Av is homotopic to
zero as a complex of N-modules, the complex homv

A(S v, Av) is acyclic.

Similar definitions may be given for complexes of right A-modules from
the category (mod&A)0 .

An A-module M # (A&mod)0 is called semijective if the corresponding
0-complex } } } � 0 � M � 0 � } } } (see Section 1.1) is semijective. We also
say that M is projective relative to N if the corresponding 0-complex is
K-projective relative to N. For the 0-complex } } } � 0 � M � 0 � } } }
condition 1 of the definition of semijective complexes is equivalent to the
usual N-injectivity of M.

The main difficulty in dealing with semijective complexes is that in
general position the complex of semijective modules is not semijective.
However in some particular cases described in the next proposition
K-injectivity (K-projectivity relative to N or semijectivity) of the complex
follows from the corresponding property of the individual terms of this
complex.

Proposition 2.4.1 [24, Proposition 3.7].

1. Any complex Sv # Kom(A)0 of N-injective modules bounded from
below is K-injective as a complex of N-modules.

2. Any complex Sv # Kom(A)0 of projective relative to N modules
bounded from above is K-projective relative to N.

3. Any bounded complex Sv # Kom(A)0 of semijective modules is
semijective.
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In this paper we shall actually deal with a class of relatively to N projective
modules described in the next lemma (see [24, Sect. 3.1]).

Lemma 2.4.2. Every left A-module M # (A&mod)0 induced from an
N-module V # (N&mod)0 , M=A�N V, is projective relative to N.

Proof. Let Av be a complex of left A-modules from the category
(A-mod)0 such that Av is homotopic to zero as a complex of N-modules.
We have to show that Hv(homv

A(M, Av))=0.
Indeed, since M=A�N V we have a canonical isomorphism of com-

plexes homv
A(M, Av)=homv

N(V, Av). But the complex homv
N(V, Av) is

homotopic to zero and, in particular, acyclic since Av is homotopic to zero
as a complex of N-modules. This completes the proof. K

The following fundamental property of the semiregular bimodule SA

together with Lemma 2.3.1 shows that SA is an analogue of the regular
representation in semi-infinite homological algebra.

Proposition 2.4.3. Let A be an associative Z-graded algebra over a field
k satisfying conditions (i)�(viii) of Sections 2.1 and 2.2. Then the semiregular
bimodule SA is semijective as a right A-module and a left A*-module.

Proof (Compare with [24, Proposition 3.6]). Consider SA as a right
A-module. First we prove that SA is injective as a right N-module. Using
realization (2.2.3) of the right semiregular representation and property (vi)
of the algebra A we obtain the following isomorphism of right N-modules
SA=homB(A, B)=homk(N, B). The last module is evidently N-injective.

It is also clear that SA is projective relative to N. Indeed, from realization
(2.2.2) of the right semiregular representation we obtain that as a right
A-module SA is induced from N-module N*, SA=N*�N A, and hence by
Lemma 2.4.2 SA is projective relative to N as a right A-module. We
conclude that SA is semijective as a right A-module.

The proof of the fact that SA is semijective as a left A*-module is quite
similar to the one presented above. We just have to use two realizations of
the left semiregular action of A* on SA obtained in Proposition 2.2.2. K

Now we formulate the main theorem of semi-infinite homological
algebra.

Theorem 2.4.4 [24, Theorem 3.3]. Let A be an associative Z-graded
algebra satisfying conditions (i), (ii), (v), and (vi) of Section 2.1. Let
Kom(SJ(A)0) be the category of semijective complexes associated to the
abelian category (A&mod)0 . Denote by K(SJ(A)0) the corresponding
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homotopy category. Then the functor of localization by the class of quasi-
isomorphisms is an equivalence of categories:

K(SJ(A)0)$D(A)0 .

In particular, we have the following important corollary of Theorem
2.4.4.

Corollary 2.4.5 [24, Theorem 3.2]). For every complex Kv #
Kom(A)0 there exists on isomorphism S v� K v in the derived category
D(A)0 , where S v # Kom(A)0 is a semijective complex. The complex S v is
called a semijective resolution of Kv.

Properties of semijective resolutions are summarized in the following
proposition that is also a corollary of Theorem 2.4.4.

Proposition 2.4.6 [24, Corollaries 3.1 and 3.2]. Let ,: Kv� K$v be a
morphism in D(A)0 , and S v, S$v semijective resolutions of Kv and K$v,
respectively. Then there exists a morphism of complexes ,v: Sv� S$v in the
category Kom(A)0 such that the square

Sv ww� Kv

,v ,

S$v ww� K$v

is commutative in D(A)0 . This morphism is unique up to a homotopy.
In particular, any two semijective resolutions of a complex Kv are

homotopically equivalent. This equivalence is unique up to a homotopy.

Corollary 2.4.7 [24, Corollary 3.3]. Each acyclic semijective complex
is homotopic to zero.

By definition a semijective resolution of a left A-module M # (A&mod)0

is a semijective resolution of the corresponding 0-complex } } } � 0 � M �
0 � } } } . Next we formulate, for future references, properties of semijective
resolutions of left A-modules. These properties follow directly from
Corollary 2.4.5 and Proposition 2.4.6 applied to 0-complexes Kv= } } } �
0 � M � 0 � } } } .

Proposition 2.4.8. (a) Every left A-module M # (A&mod)0 has a semi-
jective resolution.
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(b) Any morphism of A-modules M, M$ # (A&mod)0 , ,: M � M$,
gives rise to a morphism (in the category Kom(A)0) of their semijective
resolutions ,v: S v� S$v, that is unique up to a homotopy.

(c) In particular, any two semijective resolutions of a module
M # (A&mod)0 are homotopically equivalent. This equivalence is unique up
to a homotopy.

Using Proposition 1.1.1 we obtain the following simple characterization
of semijective resolutions of modules (see [24, Sect. 3.4]).

Proposition 2.4.9. A semijective complex Sv # Kom(A)0 is a semijective
resolution of a module M # (A&mod)0 if and only if

H i (Sv)={M
0

for i=0
for i{0

In conclusion we note that the results of this section may be carried over
to the homotopy and derived categories associated to the abelian
categories (mod&A)0 , (A*&mod)0 , and (mod&A*)0 .

2.5. Semi-infinite Tor functor

In this section we define, using the results of the previous section, the
semi-infinite Tor functor as the classical derived functor of the functor of
semiproduct introduced in Section 2.3. We suppose that the algebra A
satisfies conditions (i)�(viii) of Sections 2.1 and 2.2.

First we define the semi-infinite Tor functor on modules M # (mod&A)0 ,
M$ # (A*&mod)0 as the cohomology space of the complex Sv(M)�N

B Sv(M$),

Tor��2+ v
A (M, M$)=Hv(Sv(M )�N

B Sv(M$)),

where Sv(M), Sv(M$) are semijective resolutions of M and M$. By Proposition
2.4.8(c) the space Tor��2+ v

A (M, M$) # Kom(Vectk) does not not depend on
the resolutions Sv(M ), S v(M$). We shall show that Tor��2+ v

A may be
naturally extended to a functor Tor��2+ v

A : (mod&A)0 _(A*&mod)0 �
Kom(Vectk).

Indeed, consider two morphisms of modules ,: M � M� and ,$: M$ � M� $,
where M, M� # (mod&A)0 and M$, M� $ # (A*&mod)0 . Using part (b) of
Proposition 2.4.8 these morphisms of modules give rise to morphisms
,v: S v(M ) � S v(M� ) and ,$v: S v(M$) � Sv(M� $) of semijective resolutions
Sv(M ), S v(M� ), Sv(M$) and Sv(M� $) of these modules which are unique up
to homotopies. Therefore one can define a natural map

Tor��2+ v
A (,, ,$) : Tor��2+ v

A (M, M$) � Tor��2+ v
A (M� , M� $).
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We conclude that modules Tor��2+ v
A (M, M$) together with maps

Tor��2+ v
A (,, ,$) yield a functor

Tor��2+ v
A : (mod&A)0_(A*&mod)0 � Kom(Vectk).

This functor is called the semi-infinite Tor functor.
The following important theorem is a semi-infinite analogue of the classical

theorem about partial derived functors (see [5, Chap. V, Sect. 8, Theorem
8.1]).

Theorem 2.5.1. The following three definitions of the spaces

Tor��2+ v
A (M, M$) # Kom(Vectk) are equivalent,

(a) Tor��2+ v
A (M, M$)=Hv(Sv(M )�N

B Sv(M$)),

(b) Tor��2+ v
A (M, M$)=Hv(M�N

B Sv(M$)),

(c) Tor��2+ v
A (M, M$)=Hv(Sv(M )�N

B M$),

where M # (mod&A)0 , M$ # (A*&mod)0 , and Sv(M), Sv(M$) are semijective
resolutions of M and M$, respectively.

Remark. Clearly, beside of the functor Tor��2+ v
A one can introduce

partial derived functors of the functor of semiproduct. On objects
M # (mod&A)0 , M$ # (A*&mod)0 they are given by formulas (b) and (c)
of the previous theorem, on morphisms they are defined similarly to the
maps Tor��2+ v

A (,, ,$) (see the definition of the functor Tor��2+ v
A ).

Theorem 3.15 only establishes isomorphisms of the complexes of graded
vector spaces defined by formulas (a), (b), and (c). In contrast to the classical
case we have no isomorphisms of the corresponding derived functors.

If one of two modules M # (mod&A)0 , M$ # (A*&mod)0 is semijective,
then this module is a semijective resolution of itself. Therefore we have the
following simple corollary of Theorem 2.5.1.

Corollary 2.5.2. Suppose that one of modules M # (mod&A)0 , M$ #
(A*&mod)0 is semijective. Then

Tor��2+ v
A (M, M$)=M�N

B M$.

The proof of Theorem 2.5.1 occupies Appendix A5. In this proof we use
two types of standard semijective resolutions constructed in the next
section.

2.6. Standard Semijective Resolutions

In this section, using standard relative bar resolutions, we construct two
types of standard semijective resolutions. We start by recalling the definition
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of the standard (normalized) relative bar resolution (see [13, Appendix C;
1, Sect. 2.2]).

Let A be a Z-graded associative algebra over a field k satisfying condi-
tions (i) and (vi) of Section 2.1. The standard bar resolution Bar

tv(A, B, M )
of a left Z-graded A-module M with respect to the subalgebra B/A is
defined as follows:

Bar
t&n(A, B, M )=A�B } } } �B A

n+1 times

�B M, n�0,

d(a0 � } } } �an �v)= :
n&1

s=0

(&1)s a0 � } } } �asas+1 � } } } �v (2.6.1)

+(&1)n a0 � } } } �an&1 �an v,

where a0 , ..., an # A, v # M.
In order to define the standard normalized relative bar resolution we

need the following simple lemma.

Lemma 2.6.1 [1, Lemma 2.2.1]. The subspace Barv(A, B, M ),

Bar&n(A, B, M)

=[a0 � } } } �an �v # Bar
t&n(A, B, M ) | _s # [1, ..., n] : as # B]

is a subcomplex in Bar
tv(A, B, M ).

The quotient complex Barv(A, B, M )=Bar
tv(A, B, M )�Barv(A, B, M) is

called the normalized bar resolution of the A-module M with respect to the
subalgebra B.

The following properties of the standard normalized bar resolution may
be checked directly using Definition (2.6.1) of the complex Bar

tv(A, B, M ).

Proposition 2.6.2. Let M be a left Z-graded A-module. Then

(i) Barv(A, B, M ) is a resolution of M, i.e. the natural map
Barv(A, B, M ) � M is a quasi-isomorphism.

(ii) Barv(A, B, M )=Barv(N, k, M ) as a complex of N-modules. In
particular Barv(A, B, M) is an N-free resolution of M.

(iii) The complex Barv(A, B, A) is homotopically equivalent to A as a
complex of A-B and B-A bimodules, the bimodule structures being induced by
the left and right regular actions of A. The corresponding homotopy maps are
given by

a0 � } } } �an �a [ a0 � } } } �an �a�1
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and

a0 � } } } �an �a [ 1�a0 � } } } �an �a,

respectively.

Now using normalized bar resolutions we construct two types of
standard semijective resolutions of modules.

Proposition 2.6.3. Let M # (mod&A)0 be a right A-module. Then the
complex Bar��2+ v(A, N, M ) defined by

Bar��2+ v(A, N, M)=homv
A(Barv(A, B, A), M )�A Barv(A, N, A)

is a semijective resolution of M.

Proposition 2.6.4. Let M$ # (A*&mod)0 be a left A*-module. Then
the complex Bar��2+ v

* (A*, N, M$) defined by

Bar��2+ v
* (A*, N, M$)=Bar��2+ v(A, N, SA)�N

B M$

is a semijective resolution of M$.

The proofs of these two propositions are contained in Appendixes A3
and A4, respectively. Here we only prove the following weak version of
Proposition 2.6.3.

Proposition 2.6.5. Let M # (mod&A)0 be a right A-module. Suppose
that M is injective as an N-module. Then the complex

M�A Barv(A, N, A) (2.6.2)

is a semijective resolution of M.

Proof. By Proposition 2.4.9 we have to prove that M�A Barv(A, N, A)
is a semijective complex such that Hv(M�A Barv(A, N, A))=M.

First observe that by the definition of the normalized bar resolution the
natural map M�A Barv(A, N, A) � M is quasi-isomorphism. Therefore
Hv(M�A Barv(A, N, A))=M.

Next we show that the complex M�A Barv(A, N, A) is N-K-injective.
Indeed, by part (iii) of Proposition 2.6.2 the complex Barv(A, N, A) is
homotopically equivalent to A as a complex of A-N-bimodules, and hence
we have a homotopy equivalence of complexes of N-modules,

M�A Barv(A, N, A)$ } } } � 0 � M � 0 � } } } .
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The complex } } } � 0 � M � 0 � } } } is N-K-injective as a bounded com-
plex of N-injective modules (see part 3 of Proposition 2.4.1). We conclude
that the complex M�A Barv(A, N, A) is also N-K-injective.

Now we prove that the complex M�A Barv(A, N, A) is relatively to N
K-projective. From the definition of the standard normalized bar resolu-
tion it follows that the individual terms of the complex M�A Barv(A, N, A)
are A-modules induced from N-modules. Therefore by Lemma 2.4.2 the
individual terms of the complex M�A Barv(A, N, A) are relatively to N
projective modules.

Now by part 2 of Proposition 2.4.1 the complex M�A Barv(A, N, A) is
relatively to N K-projective as a bounded from above complex of relatively
to N projective modules. This completes the proof. K

A resolution similar to (2.6.2) may be constructed for left N-injective
A*-modules.

Substituting the resolution obtained in Proposition 2.6.3 and the
modification of this resolution for left A*-modules into formulas (b) and
(c) of Theorem 2.5.1, respectively, we obtain the following corollary of
Proposition 2.6.5.

Corollary 2.6.6. Suppose that one of modules M # (mod&A)0 , M$ #
(A*&mod)0 is N-injective. Then

Tor��2+0
A (M, M$)=M�N

B M$,

and

Tor��2+n
A (M, M$)=0 for n>0.

2.7. Semi-infinite Cohomology of Lie Algebras

In this section we discuss the semi-infinite Tor functor for the class of
Z-graded Lie algebras with finite-dimensional graded components.

Let g be a Z-graded Lie algebra over k, g=�n # Z gn , such that dim gn

<�. Denote the subalgebras �n>0 gn and �n�0 gn by n and b, respec-
tively. Let U(g), U(b) and U(n) be the universal enveloping algebras of g
and of the subalgebras b, n/g. The algebras A=U(g), B=U(b) and
N=U(n) satisfy conditions (i)�(viii) of Sections 2.1, 2.2 (see [1, Sect. 4]),
and hence one can define the algebra U(g)* and the semi-infinite Tor
functor for U(g). Remarkably, the algebra U(g)* may be described
explicitly as the universal enveloping algebra of the central extension of g
with the help of the critical two-cocycle.

The critical cocycle on g may be defined as follows (see [24, Sect. 2]).
First consider a Z-graded vector space V over a field k, V=�n # Z Vn such
that dim Vn<� for n>0. Denote the spaces �n>0 Vn and �n�0 Vn by
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V+ and V& , respectively. We shall need a certain subalgebra, that we
denote by gl(V ), in the algebra of linear transformations of the space V. To
define this subalgebra we observe that every linear transformation a of the
space V may be represented in the form

a=\a++

a&+

a++

a&&+ ,

where a++ : V+ � V+ , a+& : V& � V+ , etc., are the blocks of a with
respect to the decomposition V=V+ �V& of the space V.

Now we define gl(V ) as the subalgebra in the algebra of linear transfor-
mations of V formed by elements a such that their blocks a&+ : V+ � V&

are of finite rank.
The algebra gl(V ) has a remarkable central extension with the help of

two-cocycle |V (see, for instance, [24, Proposition 2.1]),

|V (a, b)=tr(b&+a+&&a&+ b+&).

Applying the construction of the cocycle |V for V=g we obtain a
cocycle |g defined on the Lie algebra gl(g). The adjoint representation of
g provides a morphism of Lie algebras g � gl(g). The inverse image of the
two-cocycle |g under this morphism is called the critical cocycle of g. We
denote this cocycle by |0 .

Now we can explicitly describe the algebra U(g)*.

Proposition 2.7.1 [1, Corollary 4.4.2]. Let g*=g+Kk be the central
extension of g with the help of the critical cocycle &|0 . Then the algebra
U(g)* is isomorphic to the quotient U(g*)�I, where I is the two-sided ideal
in U(g*) generated by K&1.

The semi-infinite cohomology was first defined for the class of graded Lie
algebras equipped with so�called semi-infinite structures (see [10, 24]).
Below we show that the semi-infinite cohomology spaces proposed in [10,
24] may be defined using the semi-infinite Tor functor for associative
algebras (see Section 2.5).

First we recall the definition of the semi-infinite structure for the Lie
algebra g. Suppose that the cohomology class of the critical cocycle |0 is
trivial in H 2(g, k). One says that the Lie algebra g is equipped with a semi-
infinite structure if there exists a one-cochain ; # g* on g such that ;=0 on
gn for all n{0, and �;=|0 .

Observe that the cochain ;: g � k naturally extends to a one-dimen-
sional representation of the algebra g*, ;(x, k)=;(x)+k, where (x, k) # g
+Kk=g*. Indeed, it suffices to verify that ;([(x, k), (x$, k$)])=0 for any
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(x, k), (x$, k$) # g*. Using Proposition 2.7.1 and the definition the cochain
; we have

;([(x, k), (x$, k$)])=;([x, x$], &|0(x, x$))

=;([x, x$])&|0(x, x$)=|0(x, x$)&|0(x, x$)=0.

The representation ;: g* � k naturally extends to a one-dimensional
representation of the universal enveloping algebra U(g*). Since the two-
sided ideal in U(g*) generated by K&1 lies in the kernel of the representa-
tion ;: U(g*) � k this representation gives rise to a representation of the
algebra U(g)*. We denote this one-dimensional left U(g)*-module by k; .

Let M # (mod&U(g))0 be a right U(g)-module. The semi-infinite
cohomology space of M is defined as

H��2+ v(U(g), M )=Tor��2+ v
U(g) (M, k;).

The properties of the simi-infinite cohomology spaces H��2+ v(U(g), M ),
M # (mod&U(g))0 may be derived from the general properties of the
semi-infinite Tor functor (see Section 2.5). In particular, part (c) of
Theorem 2.5.1 shows that the spaces H��2+ v(U(g), M ) coincide with the
semi-infinite cohomology spaces defined in [24, Sect. 3.9] as

H��2+ v(U(g), M )=H v(S v(M )�U(n)
U(b) k;),

where Sv(M) is a semijective resolution of M.
However in [24] Voronov also proves another interesting vanishing

theorem for the spaces H��2+ v(U(g), M) that we still could not verify in
case of arbitrary associative algebras.

Proposition 2.7.2 [24, Theorem 2.1]. Let M # (mod&U(g))0 be a right
U(g)-module. Suppose that M is injective as a U(n)-module and projective as
a U(b)-module. Then

H��2+ v(U(g), M )=M�U(n)
U(b) k; .

Next following [24] we shall describe the standard Feigin's complex for
calculation of the semi-infinite cohomology of M. First we recall the con-
struction of the standard semijective resolution of the one-dimensional
U(g)*-module k; (see [24, Sect. 3.7]). This resolution is a semi-infinite
analogue of the standard resolution U(g)�4v(g) of the trivial U(g)-module
(see [5, Chap. XIII, Sect. 7), the regular bimodule U(g) and the exterior
algebra 4v(g) being replaced with their semi-infinite counterparts SU(g) and
4��2+ v(g), where 4��2+ v(g) is the space of semi-infinite exterior forms on
g*. This space is defined as follows.
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Consider the Clifford algebra C(g+g*) associated with the symmetric
bilinear form

(v1*, v2) =v1*(v2),

(v1 , v2) =(v1*, v2*)=0

on the vector space g+g*, where g*=�n # Z gn* , v1, 2 # g, v*1, 2 # g*. For
every v # g, v* # g* we denote by v� , v� * the elements of the algebra C(g+g*)
which correspond to v and v*, respectively. The algebra C(g+g*) is
generated by the vector spaces g and g*, with the defining relations

a� b� +b� a� =(a, b) , where a, b # g+g*. (2.7.1)

The space 4��2+ v(g) of semi-infinite exterior forms on g* is defined as
the representation of the algebra C(g+g*) generated by the vacuum vector
x0 that satisfies the conditions

v� } x0=0 for v # n,

v� * } x0=0 for v* # n==b*.

Choose a linear basis [ei]i # Z of g compatible with the Z grading on g
in the sense that for any i # Z ei # gn for some n # Z and if ei # gn then
ei+1 # gn or ei+1 # gn+1 . Let [e i*] i # Z be the dual basis of g*. Each element
of 4��2+ v(g) is a linear combination of monomials of the type

|=e� i1
} } } e� im e� *j1 } } } e� *jn } x0 . (2.7.2)

From commutation relations (2.7.1) it follows that for each monomial | of
the form (2.7.2) the integer number deg |=n&m is well defined. This
number is called the degree of |. This equips the space 4��2+ v(g) with a
Z-grading.

Remark that if g=b the space 4��2+ v(g) degenerates into the exterior
algebra 4v(g).

Now we describe the standard semijective resolution of the one-dimen-
sional U(g)*-module k; . Equip the left U(g)*-module SU(g) �4��2+ v(g)
with an operator d,

d=:
i

ei �e� i*& :
i< j

1� : [ei , ej] e� i*e� j*: +1�;� . (2.7.3)

Here : [ei , ej] e� i*e� j*: is the normally ordered product of the elements
[ei , ej], e� i* , e� j* , i.e. : [ei , ej] e� i*e� j*: is a permuted product of the elements
[ei , ej], e� i*, e� j* in the algebra C(g+g*), such that all the operators
annihilating the vacuum vector x0 of the representation 4��2+ v(g) stand
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on the right, times the sign of the permutation; ei �1 is regarded as the
operator of right semiregular action of U(g) on SU(g) , ;� , e� i*, e� j* # C(g+g*)
act in the space 4��2+ v(g) of semi-infinite exterior forms on g*.

Note that the normal product operation is well defined because the
subspace of operators in C(g+g*) annihilating the vacuum vector x0 is
generated by elements from the maximal isotropic subspace n+b*/g+g*.

The operator d has degree 1 with respect to the Z-grading of SU(g) �
4��2+ v(g) by degrees of semi-infinite exterior forms.

The space SU(g) �4��2+ v(g) inherits also the second Z-grading from
the Z-grading of the Lie algebra g,

deg$(u�e� i1
} } } e� im e� *j1 } } } e� *jn } x0)=deg$(u)+ :

m

k=1

deg$(e ik
)& :

m

l=1

deg$(ejl
),

where u # SU(g) , e� i1 } } } e� im e� *j1 } } } e� *jn } x0 # 4��2+ v(g), deg$(u) is the degree of u
with respect to the natural Z-grading in SU(g) , and deg$(eik

), deg$(e jl
) are

the degrees of the elements eik
, ejl

in g.
Since ; # g0* the operator d preserves the second Z-grading of SU(g) �

4��2+ v(g). Moreover, we have the following proposition.

Proposition 2.7.3 [24, Propositions 2.6, 3.13].

(i) d 2=0, i.e., d equips the space SU(g) �4��2+ v(g) with the
structure of a complex.

(ii) The complex SU(g) �4��2+ v(g) # Kom(U(g)*)0 is a semijective
resolution of the one-dimensional U(g)*-module k; .

Using part (b) of Theorem 2.5.1 we obtain the following corollary of
Proposition 2.7.3.

Corollary 2.7.4. Let M # (mod&U(g))0 be a right U(g)-module. The
semi-infinite cohomology space of M,

H��2+ v(U(g), M )=Tor��2+ v
U(g) (M, k;),

may be calculated as the cohomology of the complex M� U(n)
U(b) SU(g) �

4��2+ v(g)=M�4��2+ v(g),

H��2+ v(U(g), M )=H v(M�4��2+ v(g)).

The complex M�4��2+ v(g) is called the standard Feigin's complex for
calculation of the semi-infinite cohomology of M.
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3. SEMI-INFINITE HECKE ALGEBRAS

In this section we define semi-infinite modifications of Hecke algebras.
Properties of these algebras are quite similar to those of the usual Hecke
algebras introduced in Section 1.2. However, as we shall see in Section 3.2,
the semi-infinite Hecke algebras are rather adapted for the study of
``infinite-dimensional'' objects, e.g. affine Lie algebras.

3.1. Semi-infinite Hecke Algebras: Definition and Main Properties

In this section we generalize the notion of Hecke algebras to semi-infinite
cohomology. The exposition in this section is parallel to that of Section 1.2.
We also use the notation introduced in Section 2.1.

Let A be an associative Z graded algebra over a field k. Suppose that the
algebra A contains a graded subalgebra A0 , and both A and A0 satisfy
conditions (i)�(viii) of Sections 2.1 and 2.2. We denote by N, B and N0 , B0

the graded subalgebras in A and A0 , respectively, providing the triangular
decompositions of these algebras (see condition (vi) of Section 2.1).

Denote by S&IndA
A0

the functor of semi-infinite induction

S&IndA
A0

: (A*
0 &mod)0 � (A*&mod)0

defined on objects by

S&IndA
A0

(V )=SA �N0
B0

V, V # (A*
0 &mod)0 ,

the structure of a left A*-module on SA �N0
B0

V being induced by the left
semiregular action of A* on SA . In the Lie algebra case this functor was
introduced in [26].

One can introduce the derived functor of the functor of semi-infinite
induction as follows.

First note that the functor S&IndA
A0

naturally extends to a functor
S&Ind@ A

A0
: K(A*

0 )0 � D(A*)0 . Now fix an equivalence 80 : D(A*
0 )0 �

K(SJ(A*
0 )0) of the derived category D(A*

0 )0 with the homotopy category
K(SJ(A*

0 )0) of semijective complexes over (A*
0 &mod)0 provided by

Theorem 2.4.4. From Corollary 2.4.7 it follows that semijective complexes
form a class of adapted objects for the functor S&IndA

A0
, and hence one

can define the derived functor (S&IndA
A0

)D : D(A*
0 )0 � D(A*)0 of the

functor S&IndA
A0

as the composition (S&IndA
A0

)D=S&Ind@ A
A0

b 80 . The

functor (S&IndA
A0

)D is exact and does not depend on the choice of the
equivalence 80 (see Theorem 3.6 in [24] for details).

This definition implies that if V v # D(A*
0 )0 then (S&IndA

A0
)D (V v)=

SA �N0
B0

S v, where Sv is a semijective resolution of the complex V v. By
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Corollary 2.4.5 and Proposition 2.4.6 this resolution exists and is unique up
to homotopy equivalence.

Now assume that the algebra A*
0 is augmented, =: A*

0 � k (note the
difference between this condition and the corresponding condition of
Section 1.2). We denote this one-dimensional A*

0 -module by k= .

Definition 3. The Z2 graded algebra

Hk��2+ v(A, A0 , =)=homv
D(A*)0

((S&IndA
A0

)D (k=), (S&IndA
A0

)D (k=))

(3.1.1)

is called the semi-infinite Hecke algebra of the triple (A, A0 , =).

From Proposition 1.1.1 we obtain the following simple but important
vanishing property for semi-infinite Hecke algebras.

Proposition 3.1.1. Assume that

Hv((S&IndA
A0

)D (k=))=Tor��2+ v
A0

(SA , k=)=SA �N0
B0

k= .

Then

Hk��2+ v(A, A0 , =)=homv
D(A*)0

(SA �N0
B0

k= , SA �N0
B0

k=).

In particular,

Hk��2+0(A, A0 , =)=homA*(SA �N0
B0

k= , SA �N0
B0

k=).

Remark. From Corollary 2.5.2 it follows that the condition Tor��2+ v
A0

(SA , k=)=SA �N0
B0

k= is satisfied if SA is semijective as a right A0 -module.

Now similarly to Proposition 1.2.2 we define an action of semi-infinite
Hecke algebras in semi-infinite cohomology spaces. First for every right
A0 -module M, M # (mod&A0)0 , we introduce the semi-infinite cohomol-
ogy space H��2+ v(A0 , M ) of M by

H��2+ v(A0 , M )=Tor��2+ v
A0

(M, k=). (3.1.2)

Proposition 3.1.2. For every right A-module M # (mod&A)0 the algebra
Hk��2+ v(A, A0 , =) naturally acts in the semi-infinite cohomology space
H��2+ v(A0 , M ) of M regarded as a right A0 -module,

Hk��2+ v(A, A0 , =)_H ��2+ v(A0 , M ) � H ��2+ v(A0 , M).

This action respects the bigradings of Hk��2+ v(A, A0 , =) and H��2+ v(A0 , M).
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Proof. The proof of this proposition is parallel to that of Proposition
1.2.2.

Let M # (mod&A)0 be a right A-module. First consider the functor
F: (A*&mod)0 � Vectk defined on objects by

F(M$)=M�N
B M$, M$ # (A*&mod)0 .

In the proof we shall use the derived functor of the functor F,
F D: D(A*)0 � D(Vectk ). This derived functor is defined similarly to the
functor (S-IndA

A0
)D above.

Now observe that using Theorem 2.5.1 and the standard semijective
resolution Bar��2+ v

* (A*
0 , N0 , k=) of the A*

0 -module k= (see Proposition
2.6.4) the semi-infinite cohomology space H��2+ v(A0 , M ) may be
calculated as follows:

H��2+ v(A0 , M )=H v(M�N0
B0

Bar��2+ v
* (A*

0 , N0 , k=)).

From Lemma 2.3.1 we also obtain that the complex M�N0
B0

Bar��2+ v
*

(A*
0 , N0 , k=) for calculation of the semi-infinite cohomology space

H��2+ v(A0 , M ) may be represented as

M�N
B SA �N0

B0
Bar��2+ v

* (A*
0 , N0 , k=).

We shall prove that the complex of left A*-modules

SA �N0
B0

Bar��2+ v
* (A*

0 , N0 , k=) (3.1.3)

is semijective, and hence

H��2+ v(A0 , M )=H v(F D(SA �N0
B0

Bar��2+ v
* (A*

0 , N0 , k=))). (3.1.4)

Indeed, using the definition of the standard resolution Bar��2+ v
*

(A*
0 , N0 , k=) and Lemma A5.1 we have the following isomorphisms of

complexes:

SA �N0
B0

Bar��2+ v
* (A*

0 , N0 , k=)=SA �N0
B0

Bar��2+ v(A0 , N0 , SA0
)�N0

B0
k=

=Bar��2+ v(A0 , N0 , SA)�N0
B0

k= .

Similarly to parts (a) and (b) of the proof of Proposition 2.6.4 (see
Appendix A4) one can show that the complex Bar��2+ v(A0 , N0 , SA)�N0

B0
k=

is semijective.
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Now observe that since Bar��2+ v
* (A*

0 , N0 , k=) is a semijective resolution
of the one-dimensional A0 -module k= we have (S&IndA

A0
)D (k=)=SA �N0

B0

Bar��2+ v
* (A*

0 , N0 , k=)). Substituting this expression into the Definition
(3.1.1) of Hecke algebras we obtain that

Hk��2+ v(A, A0 , =)=homv
D(A*)0

(SA �N0
B0

Bar��2+ v
* (A*

0 , N0 , k=)),

SA �N0
B0

Bar��2+ v
* (A*

0 , N0 , k=)).

The algebra defined by the r.h.s. of the last equality naturally acts on the
space defined by the r.h.s. of formula (3.1.4). Clearly, this action respects
the gradings of Hk��2+ v(A, A0 , =) and H��2+ v(A0 , M ). This completes
the proof. K

3.2. W-Algebras Associated to Complex Semisimple Lie Algebras as
Semi-infinite Hecke Algebras

In this section we describe the W-algebras associated to complex semi-
simple Lie algebras as Hecke algebras. More precisely we shall identify the
quantum BRST complex proposed in [11] for calculation of W-algebras
with a standard complex for calculation of a semi-infinite Hecke algebra.
This allows to obtain an invariant closed description of W-algebras
without the bosonization technique used in [11].

First we recall the definition of W-algebras associated to complex semi-
simple Lie algebras (see [11, Sect. 4]). Let g be a complex semisimple Lie
algebra, ĝ=g[z, z&1] +

}
CK the non-twisted affine Lie algebra correspond-

ing to g. Recall that ĝ is the central extension of the loop algebra g[z, z&1]
with the help of the standard two-cocycle |st ,

|st (x(z), y(z))=Res(x(z), y(z))
dz
z

,

where ( } , } ) is the standard invariant normalized bilinear form of the Lie
algebra g.

Let n/g be a maximal nilpotent subalgebra in g and n~ =n[z, z&1] the
loop algebra of the nilpotent Lie subalgebra n. Note that n~ /ĝ is a Lie sub-
algebra in ĝ because the standard cocycle |st vanishes when restricted to
the subalgebra n~ =n[z, z&1]/g[z, z&1]. We denote by U(ĝ) and U(n~ ) the
universal enveloping algebras of ĝ and n~ , respectively.

Let / be the character of n which takes value 1 on all simple root vectors of
n (see Example 1 in Section 1.3). / has a unique extension to a character /̂ of
n~ =n[z, z&1], such that /̂ vanishes on the complement z&1n[z&1]+zn[z]
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of n in n[z, z&1]. We denote by C/̂ the left one-dimensional U(n~ )-module
that corresponds to /̂.

Let U(ĝ)k be the quotient of the algebra U(ĝ) by the two-sided ideal
generated by K&k, k # C. Note that for any k # C U(n~ ) is a subalgebra in
U(ĝ)k because the standard cocycle |st vanishes when restricted to the
subalgebra n~ /g[z, z&1].

Next observe that the algebras U(ĝ)k and U(n~ ) inherit Z-gradings from
the natural Z-gradings of ĝ and n~ by degrees of the parameter z, and satisfy
conditions (i)�(viii) of Sections 2.1, 2.2, with the natural triangular decom-
positions U(ĝ)k=U(ĝ+)k �U(ĝ&)k and U(n~ )=U(n~ +)�U(n~ &) provided
by the decompositions ĝ=ĝ&+ĝ+ , n~ =n~ &+n~ + , where ĝ&=g[z&1]
+CK, ĝ+=zg[z], n~ \=n~ & ĝ\ (compare with Section 3.17). Hence one
can define the algebras U(ĝ)*

k , U(n~ )* and the semi-infinite Tor functors
for U(ĝ)k and U(n~ ).

The algebra U(ĝ)*
k is explicitly described in the following proposition.

Proposition 3.2.1 [1, Proposition 4.6.7]. The algebra U(ĝ)*
k is iso-

morphic to U(ĝ)&2h6 &k , where h 6 is the dual Coxeter number of g.

Note also that from the explicit formula for the critical cocycle (see, for
instance [1, Proposition 4.6.7]) it follows that the critical cocycle of the
algebra n~ is equal to zero. Therefore the trivial one-dimensional representa-
tion ;: n~ � C equips the algebra n~ with a semi-infinite structure (see
Section 2.7), and from Proposition 2.7.1 we obtain that the algebra U(n~ )*

is isomorphic to U(n~ ). We shall always identify the algebra U(n~ )* with
U(n~ ).

Now consider the differential graded algebra

homv
U(ĝ)k

* ((SU(ĝ)k
�mod&n~ C /̂*)

�4��2+ v(n~ ), (SU(ĝ)k
�mod&n~ C/̂*)�4��2+ v(n~ )), (3.2.1)

where SU(ĝ)k
�mod&n~ C/̂* is the tensor product in the category of right

U(n~ )-modules of the right U(ĝ)k-module SU(ĝ)k
and of the right one-

dimensional U(n~ )-module C/̂* induced by the character &/̂: n~ � C;
(SU(ĝ)k

�mod&n~ C /̂*)�4��2+ v(n~ ) is the Feigin's standard complex for
calculation of the semi-infinite cohomology of the right U(n~ )-module
SU(ĝ)k

�mod&n~ C /̂* (see Corollary 2.7.4), and the U(ĝ)*
k -module structure

on this complex is induced by the left semiregular action of U(ĝ)*
k on

SU(ĝ)k
* .

We shall show that the differential graded algebra (3.2.1) coincides with
the quantum BRST complex, with the opposite multiplication, proposed in
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[11, Sect. 4] for calculation of the W-algebra associated to the complex
semisimple Lie algebra g. Indeed, consider the associative algebra

U(ĝ)opp
k �C(n~ +n~ *), (3.2.2)

where C(n~ +n~ *) is the Clifford algebra of the vector space n~ +n~ * equipped
with the natural symmetric bilinear form (see Section 2.7).

From the definitions of the semiregular bimodule SU(ĝ)k
(see Section 2.2)

and of the space 4��2+ v(n~ ) (see Section 2.7) it follows that the algebra
(3.2.1) coincides with the completion U(ĝ)opp

k �� C(n~ +n~ *) of the algebra
(3.2.2) by infinite series which are well defined as operators on the space
(SU(ĝ)k

�mod&n~ C /̂*)�4��2+ v(n~ ). Here the action of the algebra U(ĝ)opp
k

on this space is induced by the right action of the algebra U(ĝ)k on the
space SU(ĝ)k

, and the Clifford algebra C(n~ +n~ *) naturally acts on the space
4��2+ v(n~ ) of semi-infinite exterior forms on g*.

Using this isomorphism we can equip the space U(ĝ)opp
k �� C(n~ +n~ *)

with the structure of a differential graded algebra. The differential in this
algebra may be explicitly described as follows.

First the differential d of the Feigin's standard complex (SU(ĝ)k
�mod&n~

C/̂*)�4��2+ v(n~ ) (see formula (2.7.3) in Section 2.7) may be regarded as
an element of the graded algebra U(ĝ)opp

k �� C(n~ +n~ *) of degree 1, the
Z-grading of the algebra U(ĝ)opp

k �� C(n~ +n~ *) being induced by that of
the differential graded algebra (3.2.1). Now from the definition of the
differential of the complex (3.2.1) (see formula (2.1.3)) it follows that the
differential of the graded algebra U(ĝ)opp

k �� C(n~ +n~ *) induced by that of
the differential graded algebra (3.2.1) is given by the supercommutator by
element d.

Using the last observation we conclude that the differential graded
algebra

U(ĝ)opp
k �� C(n~ +n~ *)

coincides with the quantum BRST complex defined in [11, Sect. 4].
By definition the W-algebra Wk (g) associated to the complex semisimple

Lie algebra g is the opposite algebra of the zeroth cohomology of the
differential graded algebra (3.2.1),

Wk (g)opp=H 0(homv
U(ĝ)k

* ((SU(ĝ)k
�mod&n~ C /̂*)�4��2+ v (n~ ),

(SU(ĝ)k
�mod&n~ C/̂*)�4��2+ v(n~ ))).

Now we realize the algebra Wk (g) as a semi-infinite Hecke algebra. First
observe that the algebra U(ĝ)k and the graded subalgebra U(n~ )/U(ĝ)k

satisfy the compatibility conditions of Section 3.1. under which the semi-
infinite Hecke algebra of the triple (U(ĝ)k , U(n~ ), C /̂) may be defined.
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Proposition 3.2.2. The algebra Wk (g)opp is isomorphic to the zeroth
graded component of the semi�infinite Hecke algebra of the triple (U(ĝ)k ,
U(n~ ), C /̂),

Wk (g)opp=Hk��2+0(U(ĝ)k , U(n~ ), C /̂).

Proof. First we construct a standard complex for calculation of the
Hecke algebra Hk��2+ v(U(ĝ)k , U(n~ ), C/̂). Consider the standard semi-
jective resolution (see Proposition 2.7.3) of the trivial one-dimensional
U(n~ )-module

SU(n~ ) �4��2+ v(n~ ).

Then by Theorem 3.4 in [24] the complex C /̂ �n~ &mod (SU(n~ ) �
4��2+ v(n~ )), where �n~ &mod denotes the tensor product in the category of
left U(n~ )-modules, is a semijective resolution of the one-dimensional left
U(n~ )-module C /̂ . Therefore by the definition of the semi-infinite Hecke
algebra we have

Hk��2+ v(U(ĝ)k , U(n~ ), C /̂)

=homv
D(U(ĝ)k

*)0
(SU(ĝ)k

�U(n~ +)
U(n~ &)

(C /̂ �n~ &mod (SU(n~ ) �4��2+ v(n~ ))),

SU(ĝ)k
�U(n~ + )

U(n~ & )
(C /̂ �n~ &mod (SU(n~ ) �4��2+ v(n~ )))). (3.2.3)

Similarly to Proposition 2.7.3 one can show that the complex SU(ĝ)k

�U(n~ +)
U(n~ &)

(C /̂ �n~ &mod (SU(n~ ) �4��2+ v(n~ ))) is semijective, and hence using
Theorem 2.4.4 we have

Hk��2+ v(U(ĝ)k , U(n~ ), C /̂)

=homv
K(U(ĝ)k

*)0
(SU(ĝ)k

�U(n~ +)
U(n~ &)

(C /̂ �n~ &mod (SU(n~ ) �4��2+ v(n~ ))),

SU(ĝ)k
�U(n~ + )

U(n~ &)
(C /̂ �n~ &mod (SU(n~ ) �4��2+ v(n~ )))).

Finally recalling formula (2.1.4) the semi-infinite Hecke algebra of the
triple (U(ĝ)k , U(n~ ), C /̂) may be calculated as the cohomology of the
differential graded algebra

homv
U(ĝ)k

* (SU(ĝ)k
�U(n~ + )

U(n~ & )
(C /̂ �n~ &mod (SU(n~ ) �4��2+ v(n~ ))),

SU(ĝ)k
�U(n~ + )

U(n~ &)
(C/̂ �n~ &mod (SU(n~ ) �4��2+ v(n~ )))). (3.2.4)
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We shall show that there exists an isomorphism of complexes of left
U(ĝ)*

k -modules,

SU(ĝ)k
�U(n~ + )

U(n~ &)
(C/̂ �n~ &mod (SU(n~ ) �4��2+ v(n~ )))

=(SU(ĝ)k
�mod&n~ C /̂*)�4��2+ v(n~ ), (3.2.5)

where (SU(ĝ)k
�mod&n~ C /̂*)�4��2+ v(n~ ) is the Feigin's standard complex

for calculation of semi-infinite cohomology of the right U(n~ )-module
SU(ĝ)k

�mod&n~ C /̂*. The isomorphism (3.2.5) provides an isomorphism of
differential graded algebras (3.2.1) and (3.2.4). As a consequence we obtain
that the algebras Wk (g)opp and Hk��2+0(U(ĝ)k , U(n~ ), C/̂) are isomorphic.

In order to establish isomorphism (3.2.5) it suffices to prove that there
exists an isomorphism of U(ĝ)*

k &U(n~ )-bimodules,

SU(ĝ)k
�U(n~ +)

U(n~ &)
(C/̂ �n~ &mod SU(n~ ))=SU(ĝ)k

�mod&n~ C/̂*. (3.2.6)

This isomorphism is established similarly to the isomorphisms of Lemma
2.3.1.

First we recall two lemmas about modules over Lie algebras. Let
M # (U(n~ +)&mod)0 be a left U(n~ +)-module. Consider the tensor product
of left U(n~ +)-modules M and U(n~ +)*=homk (U(n~ +), k) in the category of
left U(n~ +)-modules, M�n~ +&mod U(n~ +)*. Here U(n~ +)* is equipped with
the natural left action of U(n~ +),

u } f (v)= f (vu), u, v # U(n~ +), f # U(n~ +)*.

Note that by Lemma 2.1.1

M�n~ +&mod U(n~ +)*=M�U(n~ +)*=homk (U(n~ +), M) (3.2.7)

as a vector space. Equip the space homk (U(n~ +), M ) with another left
U(n~ +)-module structure as follows

u } f (v)= f (u�v), u, v # U(n~ +), f # homk (U(n~ +), M ). (3.2.8)

Here � stands for the canonical antiinvolution in U(n~ +) defined on
generators x # n~ + by x�=&x. We denote this left U(n~ +)-module by
M�U(n~ +)opp*.

Lemma 3.2.3 [24, Lemma 3.4]. Let M # (U(n~ +)&mod)0 be a left
U(n~ +)-module. Then the map

,: homk (U(n~ +), M) � homk (U(n~ +), M ),

,( f )(v)=:
i

v i
1

�f (v i
2

�),
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where �i v i
1�v i

2=2(v), and 2 is the comultiplication in U(n~ +), 2: U(n~ +)
� U(n~ +)�U(n~ +), provides both an isomorphism of left U(n~ +)-modules

M�n~ +&mod U(n~ +)* � M�U(n~ +)opp*

and the inverse isomorphism.

Now let L # (U(n~ &)&mod)0 be a left U(n~ &)-module. Consider the
tensor product of left U(n~ &)-modules L and U(n~ &) in the category of left
n~ & -modules, L�n~ &&mod U(n~ &). Here U(n~ &) is equipped with the left
regular action of U(n~ &).

Note that as a vector space

L�n~ &&mod U(n~ &)=L�U(n~ &) (3.2.9)

Equip the space L�U(n~ &) with another left module structure as follows:

u } (l�v)=l�vu�, u, v # U(n~ &), l # L. (3.2.10)

Here � stands for the canonical antiinvolution in U(n~ &). We denote this
left U(n~ &)-module by L�U(n~ &)opp

Lemma 3.2.4 [24, Lemma 3.2]. Let L # (U(n~ &)&mod)0 be a left
U(n~ &)-module. Then the map

�: L�U(n~ &) � L�U(n~ &),

�(l�v)=:
i

v i
1

�l�v i
2

�,

where �i v i
1�v i

2=2(v), and 2 is the comultiplication in U(n~ &), 2: U(n~ &)
� U(n~ &)�U(n~ &), provides both an isomorphism of left U(n~ &)-modules

L�n~ &&mod U(n~ &) � L�U(n~ &)opp

and the inverse isomorphism.

Now we turn to the proof of isomorphism (3.2.6). First we calculate the
space SU(ĝ)k

�U(n~ +) (C /̂ �n~ &mod SU(n~ )). Using realization (2.2.5) of the
semiregular bimodule SU(n~ ) and Lemma 2.1.1 we have the following
isomorphisms of U(ĝ)*

k &U(n~ &)-bimodules:
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SU(ĝ)k
�U(n~ + ) (C/̂ �n~ &mod SU(n~ ))

=SU(ĝ)k
�U(n~ + ) (C/̂ �n~ &mod homU(n~ & )(U(n~ ), U(n~ &)))

=SU(ĝ)k
�U(n~ + ) (C/̂ �n~ &mod homk(U(n~ +), U(n~ &)))

=SU(ĝ)k
�U(n~ + ) (C/̂ �n~ &mod homk(U(n~ +), k))�U(n~ &).

By Lemma 3.2.3 the left U(n~ +)-module C /̂ �n~ &mod homk(U(n~ +), k) is
isomorphic to the left U(n~ +)-module C /̂ �U(n~ +)opp*. Using this observa-
tion, the definition of the operation �U(n~ +) and Lemma 2.1.1 we also have
the following isomorphisms of left U(ĝ)*

k -modules:

SU(ĝ)k
�U(n~ +) (C/̂ �n~ &mod homk(U(n~ +), k))�U(n~ &)

=SU(ĝ)k
�U(n~ + ) (C /̂ �U(n~ +)opp*)�U(n~ &)

=homU(n~ + )(U(n~ +)opp, SU(ĝ)k
)�C /̂ �U(n~ &).

Finally the restriction isomorphism

homU(n~ +)(U(n~ +)opp, SU(ĝ)k
)=SU(ĝ)k

yields an isomorphism of left U(ĝ)*
k -modules,

SU(ĝ)k
�U(n~ + ) (C /̂ �n~ &mod SU(n~ ))=SU(ĝ)k

�C /̂ �U(n~ &). (3.2.11)

Similarly, using realization (2.2.4) of the semiregular bimodule SU(n~ ) and
Lemma 3.2.4 we obtain an isomorphism of left U(ĝ)*

k -modules,

SU(ĝ)k
�U(n~ & ) (C /̂ �n~ &mod SU(n~ ))=SU(ĝ)k

�C/̂ �U(n~ +)*. (3.2.12)

Combining (3.2.11) and (3.2.12) and recalling the definition of the opera-
tion �U(n~ + )

U(n~ &)
we conclude (see the proof of the same fact in Lemma 2.3.1 for

details) that

SU(ĝ)k
�U(n~ + )

U(n~ & )
C/̂ �n~ &mod SU(n~ )=SU(ĝ)k

�C/̂ . (3.2.13)

as a left U(ĝ)*
k -module.

Using Lemmas 3.2.3 and 3.2.4 one checks directly that the right
U(n~ )-action on the space SU(ĝ)k

�U(n~ + )
U(n~ & )

(C /̂ �n~ &mod SU(n~ )) is transformed

under isomorphism (3.2.13) into the action of U(n~ ) on the right U(n~ )-module

SU(ĝ)k
�mod&n~ C /̂*.

This completes the proof of Proposition 3.2.2. K
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Using Proposition 3.2.2 we shall explicitly calculate the algebra Wk (g).
Our main result in this section is

Theorem 3.2.5. The algebra Wk (g)opp is canonically isomorphic to
homU(ĝ)k

*(SU(ĝ)k
�U(n~ +)

U(n~ & )
C/̂ , SU(ĝ)k

�U(n~ + )
U(n~ & )

C /̂),

Wk (g)opp=homU(ĝ)k
* (SU(ĝ)k

�U(n~ + )
U(n~ &)

C /̂ , SU(ĝ)k
�U(n~ + )

U(n~ & )
C/̂). (3.2.14)

Remark. Recall that at the critical value of the parameter k, k=&h6,
the restricted completion U� (ĝ)&h6 of the algebra U(ĝ)&h6 has a large
center. This center is canonically isomorphic to the W-algebra W&h6(g)
(see [11, Proposition 6]),

Z(U� (ĝ)&h6 )=W&h6(g).

From Theorem 3.2.5 we obtain a canonical algebraic isomorphism,

Z(U� (ĝ)&h6 )=homU(ĝ)&h 6(SU(ĝ)&h g �U(n~ +)
U(n~ &)

C/̂ , SU(ĝ)&h 6 �U(n~ +)
U(n~ &)

C /̂)opp.

(3.2.15)

Here using Proposition 3.2.1 we replaced the algebra U(ĝ)*
&h6 with

U(ĝ)&h6 (We note that at the critical level of the parameter k, k=&h6 the
algebra U(ĝ)&h6 is ``self-dual'' in the sense that the algebra U(ĝ)*

&h6 is
isomorphic to U(ĝ)&h6).

The description (3.2.15) of the center Z(U� (ĝ)&h6) is similar to the
realization of the center Z(U(g)) of the algebra U(g) obtained by Kostant
in [17] (see Example 1 in Section 1.3).

Proof. First by Proposition 3.2.2 the algebra Wk (g)opp is isomorphic to
the zeroth graded component Hk��2+0(U(ĝ)k , U(n~ ), C /̂) of the semi-
infinite Hecke algebra of the triple (U(ĝ)k , U(n~ ), C /̂). We shall apply
vanishing Theorem 2.7.2 to calculate the algebra Hk��2+ v(U(ĝ)k , U(n~ ), C /̂),

Hk��2+ v(U(ĝ)k , U(n~ ), C /̂)

=homv
D(U(ĝ)k

*)0
(SU(ĝ)k

�U(n~ + )
U(n~ &)

Sv(C /̂), SU(ĝ)k
�U(n~ +)

U(n~ & )
S v(C /̂)),

where Sv(C/̂) is a semijective resolution of the left U(n~ )-module C /̂ .
More precisely, we shall show that the right U(n~ )-module SU(ĝ)k

is
U(n~ +)-injective and U(n~ &)-projective. Then by Proposition 2.7.2

Hv(SU(ĝ)k
�U(n~ +)

U(n~ & )
S v(C /̂))=SU(ĝ)k

�U(n~ +)
U(n~ & )

C/̂ ,
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and hence Proposition 3.1.1 yields an algebraic isomorphism,

Hk��2+ v(U(ĝ)k , U(n~ ), C/̂)

=homv
D(U(ĝ)k

*)0
(SU(ĝ)k

�U(n~ +)
U(n~ & ) C /̂ , SU(ĝ)k

�U(n~ + )
U(n~ & ) C /̂).

In particular, this establishes isomorphism (3.2.14).
Now we prove that the right U(n~ )-module SU(ĝ)k

is U(n~ +)-injective and
U(n~ &)-projective. Using realizations (2.2.2) and (2.2.3) of the right
U(ĝ)k-module SU(ĝ)k

we obtain that

SU(ĝ)k
=U(ĝ+)k* �U(ĝ&)k (3.2.16)

as a right U(ĝ&)k -module, and

SU(ĝ)k
=homk (U(ĝ+)k , U(ĝ&)k) (3.2.17)

as a right U(ĝ+)k-module.
Now observe that the right U(ĝ&)k-module U(ĝ&)k is U(n~ &)-projective

because n~ & is a Lie subalgebra in ĝ& (see [5, Chap. XIII, Proposition 4.1]).
Therefore U(ĝ+)k* �U(ĝ&)k is also projective as a right U(n~ &)-module.

Similarly the right U(ĝ+)k-module U(ĝ+)k is U(n~ +)-projective because
n~ + is a Lie subalgebra in ĝ+ , and hence the the right U(ĝ+)k -module
homk (U(ĝ+)k , U(ĝ&)k) is U(n~ +)-injective (see [5, Chap. VI, Proposi-
tion 1.4]). This completes the proof of the theorem. K

APPENDIX A1

Two Lemmas about ``Almost '' Double Complexes

In this section we prove two technical lemmas about ``almost'' double
complexes which are ``partially'' bounded.

Lemma A1.1.3 Let Xv=�n # Z Xn, Xn=>p # Z X&p, p+n be a complex
over an abelian category A with differential d=d1+d2 ; d1 : X p, q � X p+1, q,
d2 : X p, q � X p, q+1. Suppose that for every q # Z the complex (X v, q, d1) is
homotopic to zero, and Xv, q=0 for q>N, N # Z. Then the complex X v is
acyclic.

Proof. Choose homotopy maps for the complexes (Xv, q, d1),

hq : X p, q � X p&1, q, hqd1+d1hq=IdX v , q .
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Clearly, the sum of these maps h=�q # Z hq is a well-defined map
h: Xn � Xn&1 such that

dh+hd=IdX v +d2h+hd2 . (A1.1)

Since Xv, q=0 for q>N the map d2h+hd2 : Xv� Xv is nilpotent, and
hence the map IdX v +d2h+hd2 is invertible being the sum of the identity
map and of a nilpotent one. Therefore this map induces an invertible map
of the cohomology space of the complex Xv.

On the other hand by (A1.1) the map IdX v +d2h+hd2 is homotopic to
zero, and hence it induces the zero map of the cohomology space Hv(X v).

Finally we obtain that the zero map of space Hv(Xv) onto itself is
invertible. We conclude that H v(Xv)=0. This completes the proof. K

Lemma A1.2. Let Xv=�n # Z Xn, Xn=>p # Z X&p, p+n be a complex
over an abelian category A with differential d=d1+d2 ; d1 : X p, q � X p+1, q,
d2 : X p, q � X p, q+1. Suppose that for every q # Z the complex (X v, q, d1) is
acyclic, and the only non-vanishing components X p, q are situated in the
upper-half of the p-q plane, i.e. Xv, q=0 for q<0. Then the complex X v is
acyclic.

Proof. Let u=� p0
p=&� u p, n& p, u p, n& p # X p, n& p, p=&�, ..., p0 be a

cocycle in Xv, i.e. du=0. We shall construct an element v=� p0&1
p=&�

v p, n&1& p, v p, n&1& p # X p, n&1& p, p=&�, ..., p0&1 such that u=dv. In
order to do that we shall use induction procedure based on diagram
chasing in the following commutative diagram (Fig.1):

FIGURE 1
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Here the components of u and v are situated at the black dots on the lines
marked by framed u and v, respectively. The condition du=0 is equivalent
to the fact that the sum of the images of every two dashed arrows having
the same target in this diagram is equal to zero.

Formally the induction procedure looks like as follows. First the equality
du=0 being rewritten in components takes the form

d1u p0 , n& p0=0, (A1.2)

d1u p0&k&1, n& p0+k+1+d2u p0&k, n& p0+k=0, k=0, ..., �. (A1.3)

Since by (A1.2) d1u p0 , n& p0=0 and for every q # Z the complex (Xv, q, d1)
is acyclic one can find v p0&1, n& p0 # X p0&1, n& p0 such that

u p0 , n& p0=d1v p0&1, n& p0. (A1.4)

Substituting (A1.4) into (A1.3) for k=0 we obtain that

d1u p0&1, n& p0+1+d2 u p0 , n& p0

=d1 u p0&1, n& p0+1+d2d1v p0&1, n& p0

=d1 u p0&1, n& p0+1&d1d2v p0&1, n& p0=

=d1(u p0&1, n& p0+1&d2 v p0&1, n& p0)=0. (A1.5)

Hence one can find an element v p0&2, n& p0+1 # X p0&2, n& p0+1 such that

u p0&1, n& p0+1&d2v p0&1, n& p0=d1v p0&2, n& p0+1. (A1.6)

Summarizing (A1.4) and (A1.6) gives:

u p0 , n& p0+u p0&1, n& p0+1=dv p0&1, n& p0+d1v p0&2, n& p0+1.

This completes the base of the induction.
Now suppose that

:
N

k=0

u p0&k, n& p0+k=d \ :
N&1

k=0

v p0&k&1, n& p0+k++d1v p0&N&1, n& p0+N,

(A1.7)

where elements v p0&k&1, n& p0+k # X p0&k&1, n& p0+k, k=0, ..., N satisfying
the system of equations

u p0&k, n& p0+k=d2v p0&k, n& p0+k&1+d1v p0&k&1, n& p0+k, k=1, ..., N
(A1.8)

have already been constructed.
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We shall find v p0&N&2, n& p0+N+1 # X p0&N&2, n& p0+N+1 such that

:
N+1

k=0

u p0&k, n& p0+k=d \ :
N

k=0

v p0&k&1, n& p0+k++d1v p0&N&2, n& p0+N+1.

(A1.9)

Using (A1.3) for k=N&1 and equality (A1.8) for k=N we obtain,
similarly to the first step of the induction (see (A1.5)), that

d1(u p0&N&1, n& p0+N+1&d2v p0&N&1, n& p0+N)=0.

Therefore one can find an element

v p0&N&2, n& p0+N+1 # X p0&N&2, n& p0+N+1

such that

up0&N&1, n& p0+N+1=d2v p0&N&1, n& p0+N+d1v p0&N&2, n& p0+N+1.

(A1.10)

Now adding (A1.8) and (A1.10) yields representation (A1.9) for the sum
�N+1

k=0 u p0&k, n& p0+k.
Iterating this procedure we finally obtain that

u=d \ :

p0&1

p=&�

v p, n&1& p+
for some v p, n&1& p # X p, n&1& p. This concludes the proof. K

Remark. If X v, v is a double complex then a result similar to Lemma
A1.2 for this complex holds if it is situated in the lower-half of the p-q
plane (compare with [19, Chap. XI, Sect. 6, Theorem 6.1]), i.e., replacing
direct products by direct sums in the definition of graded components Xn

converts the grading condition of Lemma A1.2 to the opposite one.

APPENDIX A2

Special Inverse and Direct Limits

In this section we recall, following [23], the notions of special inverse
and direct limits.

Let A be an abelian category, J/Kom(A) a class of complexes.
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Definition A2.1. An inverse system (I v
n)n # Z in J is called a J-special

inverse system if for every n # Z the natural map

I v
n � I v

n&1

is surjective, its kernel C v
n belongs to J and the short exact sequence

0 � C v
n � I v

n � I v
n&1 � 0

is split in each degree.

Definition A2.2. The class J is closed under special inverse limits if
every J-special inverse system in J has a limit which is contained in J,
and every complex isomorphic in Kom(A) to a complex in J is contained
in J.

The following proposition provides important examples of classes of
complexes closed under special inverse limits

Proposition A2.1 [23, Corollary 2.5]. Let I/A be a class of
complexes. Then the class of all complexes Sv # Kom(A) such that
Homv

K(A)(A
v, S v)=0 for every Av # I is closed under special inverse limits.

Applying this proposition to the category A=(N&mod)0 and the class
I of all acyclic complexes in Kom(N )0 we obtain

Corollary A2.2 [24, Lemma 3.6, Step 4]. Let A be a Z-graded
associative algebra over a field k containing a graded subalgebra N. Then the
class of N-K-injective complexes in Kom(A)0 is closed under special inverse
limits.

Dually one can define the notion of special direct limits. Let P/
Kom(A) be a class of complexes.

Definition A2.3. A direct system (Pv
n)n # Z in P is called a P-special

direct system if for every n # Z the natural map

Pv
n&1 � Pv

n

is injective, its cokernel C v
n belongs to P, and the short exact sequence

0 � Pv
n&1 � Pv

n � C v
n � 0

is split in each degree.
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Definition A2.4. The class P is closed under special direct limits if
every P-special direct system in P has a limit which is contained in P, and
every complex isomorphic in Kom(A) to a complex in P is contained
in P.

The following proposition provides important examples of classes of
complexes closed under special direct limits

Proposition A2.3 [23, Corollary 2.8]. Let I/A be a class of
complexes. Then the class of all complexes Sv # Kom(A) such that Homv

K(A)

(Sv, Av)=0 for every Av # I is closed under special direct limits.

Applying this proposition to the category A=(A&mod)0 and the class
I of all acyclic complexes in Kom(A)0 which are isomorphic to zero in the
category K(N )0 we obtain

Corollary A2.4 [24, Lemma 3.7, Step 4]. Let A be a Z-graded
associative algebra over a field k containing a graded subalgebra N. Then the
class of relative to N K�projective complexes in Kom(A)0 is closed under
special direct limits.

APPENDIX A3

Proof of Proposition 2.6.3

In the proof of Proposition 2.6.3 we shall use Lemmas A1.1 and A1.2
proved in Appendix A1.

First we verify that the complex Bar��2+ v(A, N, M ) is K-injective as a
complex of N-modules. By part (iii) of Proposition 2.6.2 the complex Barv

(A, N, A) is homotopically equivalent to A as a complex of A-N-bimodules.
It follows that the complex

Bar��2+ v(A, N, M)=homv
A(Barv(A, B, A), M )�A Barv(A, N, A)

is homotopically equivalent to homv
A(Barv(A, B, A), M ) as a complex of

N-modules. But from the definition of the standard normalized bar resolution
(see Section 2.6) and the triangular decompositions for the algebra A (see
condition (vi) of Section 2.1) we also have a natural isomorphism of
complexes of N-modules,

homv
A(Barv(A, B, A), M )=homv

N(Barv(N, k, N), M ).
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The complex homv
N(Barv(N, k, N ), M) is obviously a bounded from

below complex of N-injective modules. By part 1 of Proposition 2.4.1 this
complex is also K-injective. This proves that the complex Bar��2+ v

(A, N, M ) is K-injective as a complex of N-modules.
Next we show that Bar��2+ v(A, N, M ) is K-projective relative to N. By

definition we have to prove that for every complex of right A-modules V v #
Kom(mod&A)0 , that is homotopically equivalent to zero as a complex of
N-modules, the complex homv

A(Bar��2+ v(A, N, M ), V v) is acyclic. Denote
this complex by X v,

X v=homv
A(Bar��2+ v(A, N, M ), V v).

To apply Lemmas A1.1 and A1.2 to the complex X v we have to explicitly
rewrite this complex in components. Using the definition of the complex
Bar��2+ v(A, N, M) we have:

X v= �
q # Z

`
l+ p=q

`
n+k= p

X l, k, n, (A3.1)

where

X l, k, n=homA(homA(Bark (A, B, A), M )�A Bar&n(A, N, A), V l).

Note that X v is an ``almost'' three-complex with components X l, k, n. We
denote by d1 , d2 , and d3 the differentials in X v induced by the differentials
of the complexes V v, Barv(A, B, A) and Barv(A, N, A), respectively. The
total differential d of X v is the sum d=d1+d2+d3 .

First using Lemma A1.1 we calculate the cohomology of the complex X v

with respect to the differential d $=d1+d2 . In order to do that we note that
by the definition of the normalized bar resolution Barv(A, N, A) (see
formula (2.6.1)) the complex (A3.1), with the differential d3 forgotten, may
be rewritten as

X v= �
q # Z

`
l+ p=q

`
n+k= p

homN(homA(Bark(A, B, A), M)�A T n+1
0 (A, N), V l),

where T n+1
0 (A, N) is the quotient of the tensor product

T n+1(A, N )=A�N } } } �N A

n+1 times

by the subspace T� n+1(A, N ),

T� n+1(A, N )=[a0 � } } } �an # T n+1(A, N ) | _s # [1, ..., n] : as # N].
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Now recall that the complex V v is homotopically equivalent to zero as
a complex of N-modules. Observe also that the functor homN preserves this
property. Therefore for every k, n # Z the complex X v, k, n is homotopic to
zero. Note also that X v, k, n=0 for k>0, and hence from Lemma A1.1,
applied to the complex X v equipped with the differential d $=d1+d2 , it
follows that H v(X v, d $)=0.

Next, we apply Lemma A1.2 to the complex (X v, d ), the differential d
being split as follows d=d $+d3 . It suffices to remark that X l, k, n=0 for
n<0 and Hv(X v, d $)=0 as we proved above. Therefore by Lemma A1.2
Hv(X v, d )=0. This proves that the complex Bar��2+ v(A, N, M ) is
K-projective relative to N. But we have also proved that this complex is
K-injective as a complex of N-modules. We conclude that Bar��2+ v

(A, N, M ) is a semijective complex.
Now we prove that the semijective complex Bar��2+ v(A, N, M ) is a

semijective resolution of M. By Proposition 2.4.9 it suffices to verify that H v

(Bar��2+ v(A, N, M))=M. Indeed, the complex homv
A(Barv(A, B, A), M )

�A Barv(A, N, A) is quasi-isomorphic to homv
A(Barv(A, B, A), M ) (see [12,

Lemma III.7.12]), and the complex homv
A(Barv(A, B, A), M ) is quasi-

isomorphic to M by definition. The last two facts imply, in particular, that
Hv(Bar��2+ v(A, N, M ))=M. This completes the proof. K

APPENDIX A4

Proof of Proposition 3.16

The proof will be divided into three steps:
In part (a) we show that Bar��2+ v

* (A*, N, M$) is K-injective as a
complex of N-modules. In part (b) we prove that this complex is also
relatively to N K-projective. In part (c) we verify that Hv(Bar��2+ v

*
(A*, N, M$))=M$. By Proposition 2.4.9 properties (a), (b), and (c) imply
that Bar��2+ v

* (A*, N, M$) is a semijective resolution of M$.

(a) First we prove that the complex

Bar��2+ v
* (A*, N, M$)=Bar��2+ v(A, N, SA)�N

B M$

is K-injective as a complex of N-modules. We construct a special inverse
system of N-K-injective complexes converging to Bar��2+ v

* (A*, N, M$)
(see [23] or Appendix A2 in this paper for the definition of special inverse
systems). By Corollary A2.2 this implies that the complex Bar��2+ v

*
(A*, N, M$) is N-K-injective itself.
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The required special inverse system is defined as follows. Observe that
Bar��2+ v

* (A*, N, M$) is the total complex of the bicomplex

K p, q=homA(Bar&p(A, B, A), SA)�A Barq(A, N, A)�N
B M$,

p�0, q�0.

We denote by d1 and d2 the differentials in K p, q induced by the differentials
of Barv(A, B, A) and Barv(A, N, A), respectively.

Consider a set I v
n , n # Z of complexes in Kom(A*)0 , where I v

n is the total
complex of the bicomplex {2

�&n Kv, v , and {2
�&n K v, v denotes the trunca-

tion from below of the bicomplex K p, q with respect to the second grading,

{2
� &n K v, v =0 � Coker d &n&1

2 � Kv, &n+1 � } } } .

Clearly, I v
n , n # Z is an inverse system of complexes converging to

Bar��2+ v
* (A*, N, M$). We also note that the natural maps I v

n � I v
n&1 are

surjective, their kernels are given by:

C v
n=0 � Coker d &n&1

2 � Im d &n
2 � 0.

Therefore in order to prove that I v
n , n # Z is a special inverse system of

N-K-injective complexes it remains to verify that the complexes I v
n , n # Z

are N-K-injective, and the short exact sequences

0 � C v
n � I v

n � I v
n&1 � 0 (A4.1)

are split in each degree, as sequences of N-modules.
We shall check that the individual terms of the complexes I v

n and
Cv

n , n # Z are N-injective. This implies that the exact sequences (A4.1) are
N-split in each degree as exact sequences of N-injective modules. Moreover,
by construction the complexes I v

n , n # Z are bounded from below, and
hence by part 1 of Proposition 2.4.1 N-injectivity of the individual terms of
these complexes implies N-K-injectivity of I v

n , n # Z.
Now we check that the modules K p, q entering the definition of the com-

plexes I v
n , n # Z are N-injective. Images and cokernels of the differential d2

are analyzed in a similar way. We start with the following simple lemma.

Lemma A4.1. Let M # (mod&A)0 be a right A-module. Then the
bigraded components

X p, q=homA(Bar&p(A, B, A), M )�A Barq(A, N, A)
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of the complex Bar��2+ v(A, N, M ) may be represented as

X p, q=M�homk(N�N� �p, k)�N T &q+1
1 (A, N ),

where T &q+1
1 (A, N ) is the quotient of the tensor product

T &q+1(A, N )=A�N } } } �N A

&q+1 times

by the subspace T� &q+1(A, N ),

T� &q+1(A, N )

=[a1 � } } } �a&q �a # T &q+1(A, N ) | _s # [1, ..., &q] : as # N].

Proof. First observe that by the definition of the normalized bar resolu-
tion Barv(A, N, A) (see formula (2.6.1)) the spaces X p, q may be represented
as follows:

X p, q=homB(T p+1
0 (A, B), M)�N T &q+1

1 (A, N ), (A4.2)

where T p+1
0 (A, B) is the quotient of the tensor product T p+1(A, B)=

A�B } } } �B A

p+1 times

by the subspace T� p+1(A, B),

T� p+1(A, B)=[a0 � } } } �ap # T p+1(A, B) | _s # [1, ..., p] : as # B],

and T &q+1
1 (A, N ) is defined in the formulation of Lemma A4.1

Using the triangular decompositions for the algebra A (see condition (vi)
in Section 2.1) we can also rewrite the r.h.s. of (A4.2) as

X p, q=homk(N�N� �p, M )�N T &q+1
1 (A, N ).

Remark that the vector space N�N� �p is positively graded and has
finite-dimensional graded components while the grading of the vector space
M is bounded from above. Therefore by Lemma 2.1.1 we have

X p, q=M�homk(N�N� �p, k)�N T &q+1
1 (A, N ). (A4.3)

K

From Lemma A4.1 applied to M=SA it follows that each left A*-module
K p, q may be represented as

K p, q=SA �homk(N�N� �p, k)�N T &q+1
1 (A, N )�N

B M$. (A4.4)
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Now consider the space K p, q as a left N-module. Using formula (A4.4)
for K p, q and realization (2.2.2) of SA as a left N-module we have the
following expression for K p, q as a left N-module:

K p, q=N*�B�homk(N�N� �p, k)�N T &q+1
1 (A, N )�N

B M$. (A4.5)

Note that the grading of the vector space

B�homk(N�N� �p, k)�N T &q+1
1 (A, N )�N

B M$ (A4.6)

is bounded from above since this space is a subspace of

B�homk(N�N� �p, k)�N T &q+1
1 (A, N )�B M$

=B�homk(N�N� �p, k)�B� � (&q)�M$

whose grading is evidently bounded from above.
Applying Lemma 2.1.1 to positively graded vector space N with finite-

dimensional graded components and the space (A4.6), whose grading is
bounded from above, we obtain from (A4.5) that

K p, q=homk(N, B�homk(N�N� �p, k)�N T &q+1
1 (A, N )�N

B M$).

The N-module in the r.h.s. of the last equality is obviously injective.
This concludes the proof of N-K-injectivity of the complex Bar��2+ v

*
(A*, N, M$).

(b) The proof of the fact that the complex Bar��2+ v
* (A*, N, M$) is

relatively to N K-projective is quite similar to the previous one. Namely,
we construct a special direct system of relatively to N K-projective com-
plexes converging to Bar��2+ v

* (A*, N, M$) (see [23] or Appendix A2 in this
paper for the definition of special direct systems). Then by Corollary A2.4
the complex Bar��2+ v

* (A*, N, M$) is relatively to N K-projective itself.
The required special direct system is defined as follows. Consider a set

Pv
n , n # Z of complexes in Kom(A*)0 , where Pv

n is the total complex of the
bicomplex {1

�n Kv, v , and {1
�n Kv, v denotes the truncation from above of

the bicomplex K p, q with respect to the first grading,

{1
�n Kv, v = } } } � Kn&1, v � Ker d n

1 � 0.

Clearly, Pv
n , n # Z is a direct system of complexes converging to Bar��2+ v

*
(A*, N, M$). The proof of the fact that Pv

n , n # Z is a special direct system
of relatively to N K-projective complexes is quite similar to the correspond-
ing part of the proof of statement (a) presented in this section.
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(c) The cohomology of the complex

Bar��2+ v
* (A*, N, M$)=Bar��2+ v(A, N, SA)�N

B M$

may be easily calculated with the help of Proposition 2.4.3.
Indeed, consider SA as a right A-module. By Proposition 2.4.3 SA is

semijective as a right A-module, and hence it is a semijective resolution of
itself. From part (c) of Proposition 2.4.8 it follows that every semijective
resolution of SA is homotopically equivalent to the zero complex
} } } � 0 � SA � 0 � } } } . In particular, the standard semijective resolution
Bar��2+ v(A, N, SA) is homotopically equivalent to the 0-complex
} } } � 0 � SA � 0 � } } } . This implies that

Hv(Bar��2+ v
* (A*, N, M$))=SA �N

B M$ (A4.7)

as a vector space. We have to prove that (A4.7) is an isomorphism of left
A* modules.

In order to do that we explicitly calculate, using spectral sequences, the
cohomology of the complex

Bar��2+ v
* (A*, N, M$)=homv

A(Barv(A, B, A), SA)�A Barv(A, N, A)�N
B M$

as the total cohomology of the bicomplex

K p, q=homA(Bar&p(A, B, A), SA)�A Barq(A, N, A)�N
B M$,

p�0, q�0.

As before we denote by d1 and d2 the differentials in K p, q induced by the dif-
ferentials of Barv(A, B, A) and Barv(A, N, A), respectively.

The bicomplex K p, q lies in the fourth quadrant of the p�q plane.
Therefore the second filtration of this bicomplex defined by

F q
II= :

s�q

:
p

K p, s

is regular (see [5, Chap. XV, Sect. 6]). The first term of the corresponding
spectral sequence may be calculated as the cohomology of the bicomplex
K p, q with respect to the differential d1 ,

E p, q
1 =H p(Kv, q, d1).

But for each q the complex Kv, q may be rewritten, using the definition of
the standard normalized bar resolution (see Section 2.6) and the
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triangular decompositions for the algebra A (see condition (vi) of Section
2.1), as follows,

Kv, q=homv
N(Barv(N, k, N), SA)�N T &q+1

1 (A, N )�N
B M$, (A4.8)

where T &q+1
1 (A, N ) is defined in Lemma A4.1.

Now observe that homN(Barv(N, k, N), SA) is an N-injective resolution
of SA regarded as a right N-module. We know that SA is injective as a right
N-module (see Proposition 2.4.3), and hence the complex homN(Barv

(N, k, N ), SA) is homotopically equivalent to the 0-complex } } } � 0 �
SA � 0 � } } } as a complex of right N-modules. We conclude that

E p, q
1 =SA �N T &q+1

1 (A, N )�N
B M$ } $p, 0

=SA �A Barq(A, N, A)�N
B M$ } $p, 0 (A4.9)

as a vector space. But from the explicit formula for the differential d1 of the
complex (A4.8) it follows that (A4.9) is also an isomorphism of left
A*-modules.

Next observe that our spectral sequence degenerates at the second term.
By [5, Theorem 5.12, Chap. XV, Sect. 5] the total cohomology of the
bicomplex K p, q is given, as a right A*-module, by

Hq(Bar��2+ v
* (A*, N, M$))=E 0, q

2 =Hq(SA �A Barv(A, N, A)�N
B M$).

On the other hand from (A4.7) we know that

Hq(Bar��2+ v
* (A*, N, M$))=SA �N

B M$ } $q, 0 (A4.10)

as a vector space. Now using the explicit form of the differential d2 of the
complex SA �A Barv(A, N, A)�N

B M$ we conclude that (A4.10) is, in fact,
an isomorphism of left A*-modules. This completes the proof. K

APPENDIX A5

Proof of Theorem 2.5.1.

(1) First we show that the spaces defined by formulas (b) and (c) of
Theorem 2.5.1 are isomorphic. To establish this isomorphism we shall use
the standard semijective resolutions constructed in Propositions 2.6.3 and
2.6.4. More precisely, we shall substitute the standard semijective resolu-
tions Bar��2+ v

* (A*, N, M$) and Bar��2+ v(A, N, M ) instead of Sv(M$) and
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Sv(M ), respectively, into formulas (b) and (c) of Theorem 2.5.1 and prove
that the complexes

M�N
B Bar��2+ v

* (A*, N, M$)

and

Bar��2+ v(A, N, M)�N
B M$

proposed in Theorem 2.5.1 for calculation of the space Tor��2+ v
A (M, M$)

are isomorphic.
We start with the following simple lemma:

Lemma A5.1. Let M # (A&mod)0 be a right A-module. Then the
complex Bar��2+ v(A, N, M ) may be represented as

Bar��2+ v(A, N, M )=M�N
B Bar��2+ v(A, N, SA).

Proof. First observe that by Lemma A4.1 the bigraded components

X p, q=homA(Bar&p(A, B, A), M )�A Barq(A, N, A)

of the complex

Bar��2+ v(A, N, M)=homv
A(Barv(A, B, A), M )�A Barv(A, N, A)

may be represented as

X p, q=M�homk(N�N� �p, k)�N T &q+1
1 (A, N ),

where the spaces T &q+1
1 (A, N ) are defined in Lemma A4.1.

Next using Lemma 2.3.1 we obtain that

X p, q=M�N
B SA �homk(N�N� �p, k)�N T &q+1

1 (A, N ).

From Lemma A4.1 it follows that the left A*-modules

SA �homk(N�N� �p, k)�N T &q+1
1 (A, N)

are isomorphic to the bigraded components

homA(Bar&p(A, B, A), SA)�A Barq(A, N, A)
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of the bicomplex Bar��2+ v(A, N, SA). Therefore we have an isomorphism
of complexes,

Bar��2+ v(A, N, M )=M�N
B Bar��2+ v(A, N, SA).

This completes the proof of the lemma. K

Now from the definition of the resolution Bar��2+ v
* (A*, N, M$),

Bar��2+ v
* (A*, N, M$)=Bar��2+ v(A, N, SA)�N

B M$,

and Lemma A5.1 we obtain the required isomorphism of complexes,

Bar��2+ v(A, N, M )�N
B M$=M�N

B Bar��2+ v(A, N, SA)�N
B M$

=M�N
B Bar��2+ v

* (A*, N, M$).

(2) Next we prove that formulas (a) and (c) of Theorem 2.5.1 are
equivalent. This will complete the proof of Theorem 2.5.1. Again we shall
use the standard semijective resolutions Bar��2+ v

* (A*, N, M$) and
Bar��2+ v(A, N, M). Substituting these resolutions instead of Sv(M$) and
Sv(M), respectively, into formula (a) of Theorem 2.5.1 we obtain the following
standard complex for calculation of the space Tor��2+ v

A (M, M$):

Bar��2+ v(A, N, M )�N
B Bar��2+ v

* (A*, N, M$)

=Bar��2+ v(A, N, M )�N
B Bar��2+ v(A, N, SA)�N

B M$

Denote the complex Bar��2+ v(A, N, M )�N
B Bar��2+ v(A, N, SA) by Yv,

Yv=Bar��2+ v(A, N, M)�N
B Bar��2+ v(A, N, SA).

We shall show that Yv is a semijective resolution of M. This obviously
ensures that formulas (a) and (c) of Theorem 2.5.1 are equivalent.

The proof of the fact that Yv is a semijective resolution of M is parallel
to the proof of Proposition 2.6.3 (see Appendix A3).

Observe that using the definitions of the standard semijective resolutions
(see Propositions 2.6.3 and 2.6.4) and Lemma A5.1 the complex Y v may be
represented as the total complex of the following four�complex:

Yv= �
p # Z

�
m+t+v+r=&p

homA(Barr (A, B, A),

homA(Bart (A, B, A), M )�A Bar&v(A, N, A))�A Bar&m(A, N, A).

(A5.1)
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The complex in the r.h.s. of the last equality is a resolution of M, i.e.,
Hv(Yv)=M, because it consists of standard bar resolutions (see for
instance [12, Lemma III.7.12]). Now by Proposition 2.4.9 it suffices to
verify that Yv is a semijective complex.

First we prove that the complex Yv is K-injective as a complex of
N-modules. Since by part (iii) of Proposition 2.6.2 the complex Barv

(A, N, A) is homotopically equivalent to A as a complex of A-N-bimodules,
the complex Yv is homotopically equivalent to

�
p # Z

�
t+v+r=&p

homA(Barr (A, B, A), homA(Bart (A, B, A), M )�A

Bar&v(A, N, A))

as a complex of N-modules.
Using the definition of the standard normalized bar resolution (see

Section 2.6) and the triangular decompositions for the algebra A (see
condition (vi) of Section 2.1) we also obtain that the last complex, as a
complex of N-modules, is isomorphic to

�
p # Z

�
t+v+r=&p

homN(Barr (N, k, N ),

homA(Bart (A, B, A), M)�A Bar&v(A, N, A)). (A5.2)

Applying again part (iii) of Proposition 2.6.2 we conclude that the
complex (A5.2) is homotopically equivalent to the complex

�
p # Z

�
t+r=&p

homN(Barr (N, k, N ), homA(Bart (A, B, A), M )),

that is, in turn, isomorphic to

�
p # Z

�
t+r=&p

homN(Barr (N, k, N ), homN(Bart (N, k, N ), M)).

The last complex of is obviously a bounded from below complex of
N-injective modules. From Proposition 2.4.1 it follows that this complex is
also K-injective. This proves that Yv is K-injective as a complex of
N-modules.

Next we show that Yv is K-projective relative to N. By definition we
have to prove that for every complex of right A-modules Vv # Kom
(mod&A)0 , that is homotopically equivalent to zero as a complex of
N-modules, the complex homv

A(Yv, Vv) is acyclic. Denote this complex
by Xv,

Xv=homv
A(Yv, Vv).
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We shall apply Lemmas A1.1 and A1.2 to calculate the cohomology of
this complex. First we explicitly rewrite the complex Xv in components.
Using formula (A5.1) for Yv we have

Xv= �
q # Z

`
l+ p=q

`
m+t+v+r= p

X l, r, t, v, m, (A5.3)

where

X l, r, t, v, m=homA(homA(Barr (A, B, A), homA(Bart (A, B, A), M )

�A Bar&v(A, N, A))�A Bar&m(A, N, A), V l).

Note that Xv is an ``almost'' five-complex with components X l, r, t, v, m. We
denote by d1 the differential in Xv induced by the differential of the complex
Vv, and by d2 , d3 and d4 , d5 the differentials in X v induced by the differen-
tials of the complexes Barv(A, B, A) and Barv(A, N, A), respectively. The
total differential d of Xv is the sum d=d1+d2+d3+d4+d5 .

First using Lemma A1.1 we calculate the cohomology of the complex Xv

with respect to the differential d $=d1+d2+d3 . In order to do that we note
that by the definition of the normalized bar resolution Barv(A, N, A) (see
formula (2.6.1)) the complex (A5.3), with the differentials d4 , d5 forgotten,
may be rewritten as

Xv=homA(homA(Barr (A, B, A), homA(Bart (A, B, A), M)

�A Bar&v(A, N, A))�A T m+1
0 (A, N ), V l),

where the spaces T n+1
0 (A, N ) are defined in the proof of Proposition 2.6.3

(see formula A3.2 in Appendix A3).
Now recall that the complex Vv is homotopically equivalent to zero as

a complex of N-modules. Observe also that the functor homN preserves this
property. Therefore for every r, t, v, m # Z the complex Xv, r, t, v, m is
homotopic to zero. Note also that Xv, r, t, v, m=0 for r, t>0, and hence from
Lemma A1.1, applied to the complex Xv equipped with the differential d $=
d1+d2+d3 , it follows that Hv(X v, d $)=0.

Next, we apply Lemma A1.2 to the complex (Xv, d ), the differential
d being split as follows d=d $+d4+d5 . It suffices to remark that X l, r, t, v, m

=0 for v, m<0, and H v(Xv, d $)=0 as we proved above. Therefore by
Lemma A1.2 Hv(Xv, d )=0. This proves that the complex Yv is K-projective
relative to N. But we have already proved that this complex is K-injective
as a complex of N-modules. We conclude that Yv is a semijective complex.
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.5.1 K
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